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Abstract

The popularity of Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) is increasing rapidly these days with more players preferring to play with or against human players. Having more than one player in the game at one time enables people to use MMOGs to socialize with others while at the same time getting the enjoyment of playing games. However, game service providers often face the challenges caused by network latency and player’s behaviours. Despite of having fast development in internet technology, network latency is still one of the main problems in networking part of MMOGs. Network latency disrupts gameplay experience by causing game state inconsistencies amongst game server and players machine which in the end, it discourages players to play the MMOGs. Meanwhile, cheating in MMOGs has been a constant problem which also causes game state inconsistencies with the game mechanics. There are various ways to cheat in MMOG and one of them is using bot to automatically control player to do certain tasks. In the end, cheating using bot affects playability of an MMOGs by disrupting game balance and eliminating one of the main purposes of playing a MMOG: to play against other player. Research in MMOG is a relatively new field, with few proposals to improve scalability and address cheating problems. There are ways to improve scalability such as by improving the internet itself or adding more game servers and increasing bandwidth. However, this kind of solution often incurs additional operational costs for game service provider and takes time to be implemented in internet standard. Also, this solution does not solve the problem in player’s side where the same problem by network latency could happen. Meanwhile, researches to prevent cheating in MMOG have resulted in few proposals about how to detect cheaters and prevent them to play the game. There are also other methods devised by game service
provider to deter cheaters before they even login into the game. However, the success of their methods is somewhat limited and lack of flexibility. Therefore, there are potentials for improvement for existing research or to solve the problem through another perspective. This thesis proposes a combination of solutions to improve scalability and playability of MMOGs. To improve scalability, this research presents Game World Partition (GWP) which categorized as a part of Interest Management System (IMS). GWP is a method commonly implemented in MMOG where it divides game world into partitions and manage the communication between players. Player in one partition does not need to communicate with other players in different partitions. This method improves scalability by reducing the number of packets transferred during gameplay and thus, allows more players to play in one game session. The research work proposes a new GWP method which is simple to implement but still offers improvement in scalability. This research also proposes a network workload evaluation method that could assist game service provider or programmer in evaluating and predicting their network resource requirements. Furthermore, this research proposes the use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for Dead Reckoning (DR) in MMOG. DR is a mathematical model that can be used to extrapolate player’s location based on the previous locations. DR improves playability by providing smoother gameplay whenever network latency occurs. To address cheating problems in MMOG, this research proposes an extension of ANN for DR to detect player movement generated by bot. The bot detection system analyse one player’s movement and determine the possibility of a player being controlled by bot or human. Results from experiments are presented in each of the solutions described in this thesis. The experiment uses random-generated data and data from real games whenever possible. Comparisons with commonly implemented method in MMOG shows how the solutions proposed in this thesis perform through simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The gaming technology is advancing rapidly these days, now consumers (game players) have better and wider option of gaming. At the same time, broadband Internet is becoming more available to everyone and the concept of constantly connected to the network also becomes a reality. The result of these two technologies leads to advances in multiplayer gaming. Before, multiplayer gaming was limited to a Local Area Network (LAN) which also limits the location of players. In LAN games, players have to be together at the same place. Using broadband Internet, it is possible to have players from different and faraway places to play together in a multiplayer game. Thus, Multiplayer Online Game (MOG) was born and started gaining popularity.

The broadband Internet is also becoming cheaper over the years and thus, transferring or downloading a large amount of data is no longer a problem for most people with the current Internet. Therefore, the Internet nowadays can support multiplayer gaming with more complex mechanism. As a comparison, Multi-User Dungeon (MUD) which is one of the predecessors in multiplayer online game could only offer text-based games. Recent
MOG offers 3D animation and special effects (sfx), giving better video/audio feedback to the players. Furthermore, the improvement in the Internet also makes it capable to support more number of players to be connected in one game. With this, the phenomena of Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) started [41].

Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) is a relatively new type of game where a large number of players can play together with others through the Internet. MMOG offers a new and better gaming experience in the multiplayer gaming area. On the contrary, single player games usually rely on computer controlled character to provide game interaction with the player and there is a tendency for the game to become monotonous. The experience of playing with other human player is the main reason why MMOG’s popularity is rapidly increasing since few years ago. A very good example of successful MMOG is *World of Warcraft (WoW)* [94]. The number of active player subscriptions reached 10 million players by early 2008 [93] and increased to 11.5 million by the end of 2008 [95].

Along with the increase of the number of players, we have more challenges for both game developers and game service providers to create and deploy MMOGs. There are two basic categories to examine an MMOG, they are playability and scalability. Both of them cover a wide range of factors in the game design and implementations. Also, they are related to one another. All definitions, assumptions and mechanism regarding this topic will be explained further in chapter 2.

Despite of the fact that internet has become faster and more available to the market, it is not yet perfect with many occasions of network lag and packet loss. Physical distance between player’s computer and game server also contributes to the problems where farther distance will often result in larger latency and more possible packet loss. To address this issue, it is common to implement sharded game universe. It is a method where we have
multiple copy of the MMOG in different server in different locations. One server operates one game universe independently and players in that universe cannot see or contact other players in other game universe. In this way, a player can choose the best or closest server to get the lowest network latency. By solving the problems caused by network latency and packet loss, we can improve the scalability of a game so as to allow more players to play in a game server. One of the most common methods is by improving the efficiency of network resource management method in game communication protocols. With improved efficiency, bandwidth requirement can be lowered and thus could provide better playability by reducing game jitter or stutter [5].

The second key problem is cheating in MMOG. It is the part that affect playability of an MMOG. Assuming that game developer implements a fair game mechanic, all players should not have significant advantage compared to others. There are many types of cheating and they are generally involves the violation of the rules defined by game mechanic. Another type of cheating is unfair enhancement of player’s skill to play the game, which is also one of our research aims in this thesis. The cheat requires a special program that we call Bot. Bot enables players to maintain accurate and autonomous player input over a long period of time.

This thesis presents our proposed solutions on how to improve scalability and playability of MMOG. They are very wide research areas, thus we limit our research objectives with problems of MMOG that are related to network latency, resource planning and cheating. The original contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

- One of the ways to minimize the impact of network latency and packet loss is to reduce the amount of required state update. Game world partition has been used in multiplayer online game to provide better network management and reduce the
number of network traffic by filtering the receiver for state update. In this thesis, we define the metric for performance analysis specifically for game world partition. Furthermore, we propose our method where its design consideration is to keep game mechanics simple but also efficient in network resource usage for MMOGs. We call it Brickworks with Internal Partitions (BIP). In order to compare current methods with ours, we developed a simulator which takes random player movement pattern as the input and generate results based on the defined metrics. Our simulation shows better result for BIP compared to other traditional partition method and based on our analysis, it will not consume much of computing resources because of its simple mechanism.

- Network workload is often used to determine efficiency of network algorithms or communication protocols. In this thesis, we present our mechanism to evaluate network workload in MMOGs. The mechanism itself consists of several modules, making it easier to exchange data or extract more result for further analysis. The main purpose of our mechanism is to help game developer, service provider and other researcher to evaluate network workload. Furthermore, our mechanism can be used to perform network performance analysis and comparison and to identify key problems in different scenarios. In our implementation of game system, we use Game World Partition (GWP) as the Interest Management System and recorded data from the game *Quake II* as an example about how our mechanism can be useful for network workload evaluation. The result of our simulation has proven that we can use our mechanism to identify the impact of different parameters in our game system.

- Dead Reckoning is a well known method to minimize the impact of network delay
in multiplayer gaming applications [71]. It works by extrapolating other player’s location when network delay occurs. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that one of its usages is in value prediction and has the ability to adapt with various input patterns. The combination of both is usable in dead reckoning due to the fact that human behaviour and game mechanics exhibit a certain pattern. By recognizing general pattern of player movement, artificial neural network can provide better prediction for player’s location compared to other Dead Reckoning methods. In this thesis, we present our research result in designing and implementing artificial neural network for multiplayer games. It provides better accuracy of prediction compared to standard DR method and it offers the flexibility and possibility of expansion should the need arise in the future for more sophisticated value estimation.

• Cheating is one of the biggest and constant problems in MMOGs. Games with high frequency of cheating will surely lose its appeal to genuine and honest players who want to play the game. This is the reason why game provider these days put cheating prevention as one of the top priorities. Bot is just one way of cheating, but very efficient one. There are various methods to prevent cheating using bot. In this paper, we examine the potential of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to detect and recognize bot from human players. We start with the assumption that one bot always acts in the similar pattern in gameplay. Meanwhile, it is much rarer to see two players with similar gameplay pattern. The result of our experiment supports our initial hypothesis with the potential for future research in order to get better results.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Objectives and Methodology

As mentioned previously, research in MMOG includes a very wide area and expertise. Hence, we need to limit our research objectives according to the four issues discussed in the previous sections. In summary, the problems covered by this dissertation can be categorized into two: problems caused by networking aspects and problems caused by cheating players. Relative to the research objectives, our proposed solutions aim to improve scalability and playability of the MMOG.

The first issue is about how to improve the efficiency of network resource usage. As we discussed before, a brute way to improve scalability is by increasing network bandwidth and adding more game servers. However, they are not efficient methods and of course, very costly.

The second issue is about how to measure and predict network workload in an MMOG. The solutions for this issue would be very useful for game developers and game service providers. Also, there is a research potential to make the solutions useful and practical for other ongoing and future research related to efficiency measurement in networking.

The third issue is about how to improve tolerance for network latency. Options for solutions are plenty in this issue. However, the main challenge is to make the solutions flexible. Current solutions work by analysing specific game mechanics and devise a mechanism to interpolate or extrapolate data. However, the solutions to one type of game mechanics may not be applicable to others. Without flexibility to cope with variety of game mechanics, developing solutions to address this issue would not be cost efficient.

The final issue is about cheat detection system in MMOG. As we discussed in the previous section, Bot usage is one of the cheat types that has no solution at the moment.
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Game service providers tried to develop special software that runs in client’s computer to detect whether the user is using bot or not. However, the main weakness of this solution lies in the fact that the anti-cheat software needs to run in player’s machine. One general rule about security is that software is no longer safe when the software can be accessed directly by the people with malicious intent. Therefore, we are looking at the solution that runs in the game server. The challenge here is how to make the solution works while maintaining efficiency because anything runs in the server will cost game service provider even more.

To achieve our research objectives, we use simulator developed by ourselves to verify and compare our proposed solutions with other methods. Due to the differences in each issue in this thesis, we will use different methodology for each issue. In Chapter 3, we will address the network resource management issue by introducing our Interest Management System. We developed a game scenario generator where it will generate randomized players’ movement patterns. Then we use the patterns to evaluate our solution. Chapter 4 will present our solution to the network workload evaluation issue. We used mathematical formulas to calculate the workload. Next, we obtained real game data and use the data in our formulas to verify its functions and results. In chapter 5, we designed and implemented an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) system for Dead Reckoning to improve the tolerance of an MMOG to network latency and packet loss. Just like any other DR methods, our method also has the potential to reduce the requirement of game state update frequency. In order to train our DR method, we modify an open-source multiplayer game so we can record player’s action and movement pattern from several game sessions. To verify the result of our DR method, we use the recorded data from chapter 4 and calculate the error-rate. Finally, in chapter 6, we use the same open-source game to run two different game
bots in several game sessions to train our bot detection system. Our bot detection system uses the ANN as its core to perform the bot movement and action pattern recognition. To verify the result, we use the system to recognize the input-pattern generated by the same bots in different game sessions.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The rest of dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the background of the research is explained. The explanation covers game mechanics, problem definitions, literature review and research objectives. The game world partition systems are investigated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents our network workload evaluation method based on the game mechanic described in Chapter 2 and using the system described in Chapter 3 as the basis of implementation example. Chapter 5 introduces the detail of our ANN method for DR in MMOG, followed by Chapter 6 that explains bot detection system using ANN. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with discussions about future work.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

Over the last decade, MMOGs have created new phenomena in gaming industry. Previously considered as an impossibility due to technology limitation, new advances in Internet and computing technologies provide the means to support MMOG with more number of players and complex game mechanics. One very good example of the increasing popularity can be seen in the number of active players in MMOGs. Figure 2.1 which is taken from [60] shows the number of active subscriptions to various MMOGs since 1997.

World of Warcraft [94], which is considered to be the most popular MMOG, has more than 11.5 millions of active subscribers since 2008 [95]. The massive number of players put massive demand on game server to provide good game service and it is usually very costly to maintain. Also, the current Internet technology that supports communication in MMOGs is not perfect. There are problems in Internet that could hinder the scalability and playability of MMOGs. There are also playability problems that come from the players who cheat in MMOGs. Currently, all of these problems are being hot topics in the research field. We survey the basic mechanism and challenges of MMOG in this chapter which leads
Figure 2.1: MMOG Active Subscriptions (Source: http://www.mmogchart.com)
to the research objectives of this thesis.

2.1 Overview of MMOG

MMOG is classified as video game. Video game is a game application that interacts with the player through a user interface on a game machine. The game machine consists of input devices to receive input from the player and output devices that give feedback to the player. Commonly, a player is represented by an avatar in the game. One of the simplest forms of video games is Single Player Games (SPG). In SPG, a player will use the platform to play a game. The game processes in SPG are the basic of all types of gaming applications. Figure 2.2 shows the general processes in an SPG.

Everything begins when the game starts where the game will receive command input from player through the game machine’s input devices. Any inputs from the player will be translated into game state updates. For example, when a player presses the left button, the game will translate the input into game state update which will be processed by the game and as a result, player’s avatar will move to the left. All of these processes will keep repeating itself in a loop until the game is finished either by player’s intervention or by game mechanics. During gameplay, game machine which runs the game will process and store all information about the game. The game information is called game state. In general, one game state update might contains the following:

- Player’s login/logout information.
- Player’s command/action.
- Player’s statistic.
Figure 2.2: Game loop of a single player game
2.1.1 Multiplayer Game Mechanics

Multiplayer Game (MG) uses the same mechanism and spread it into several game machines. The basics remain the same with the difference that the game state is shared by several players at once. Figure 2.3 shows the general mechanism of an MG using Client-Server architecture.
The difference between SPG and MG can be seen in player input and global game state update processes. As the game states are shared by more than one player, it is very important that all players perceive the same game state. In order to do this, all players need to inform their action to the others by exchanging game state update. The first generation of MGs use cables to communicate with other players, usually using Local Area Network (LAN). Meanwhile, modern MGs are using the Internet, giving birth to Multiplayer Online Games (MOG). MOG is basically MG, but using Internet network for data communication between players. Figure 2.4 describes the connection topology between MG and MOG.

### 2.1.2 Data Communication in MOG

Data communication between players in an MOG is following the Internet standard by using IP communication protocols. There are two commonly used transport protocols: TCP and UDP. Currently, there are many debates over which protocol is best for MOG.
TCP provides more reliable mechanism to ensure that a packet will reach its destination. However, it is slower than UDP and requires more network resources mainly due to its reliability mechanism and the size of packet header. For comparison, the header of a TCP packet is usually around 20 bytes while the header size of a UDP packet is only 8 bytes. Moreover, UDP communication protocol is faster than TCP but providing no guarantee that the packet will reach its destination.

The need for reliability comes from the fact that MOG requires the game state to be adequately synchronized between all entities at all times during the game. Popular MMOGs such as World of Warcraft [94], Everquest 2 [28] and Lineage 2 [54] use the combination of TCP and UDP. It is usually done by classifying game state update based on its importance and time-critical level. Important packets with low time-critical level are being send using TCP while smaller packets with less importance but often having time-critical level are being send using UDP. However, more fast-paced games such as Counter Strike: Source [24] use UDP in most of the game data communication.

It is possible to calculate the estimation of how many bytes to be transferred in a second by a player. As an example, an MOG requires the player to send its game state update 10 times in a second. Each of the state update has the fixed size of 20 bytes. Then the size of game state update of a player in one second is $20 \times 10 = 200$ bytes. In order to optimize network resource usage, it is a basic requirement for game developer to design the game state update to have the smallest possible size [62]. This can be achieved by using various techniques, but the most basic technique is byte or bit coding. In this technique, the game uses byte or bit value to represent an input from the player thus making it possible to use 1 byte to represent several player’s actions. One of the most recent researches about this subject can be found in [26].
2.1.3 MMOG Classifications

At this moment, the categorization of MMOG type is very vague with many different definitions. MOG which can be considered as MMOG needs to be able to support hundreds or thousands of players playing at the same time. Based on the game type, [58] categorizes MMOG based on the game type into:

- Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Game (MMORPG).
- Massively Multiplayer First-person Shooter (MMOFPS).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Real-time Strategy Game (MMORTSG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Turn-based Strategy Game (MMOTBSG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Sports Game (MMOSG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Racing Game (MMORG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Rhythm Game (MMORG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Management Game (MMOMG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Social Game (MMOSG).
- Massively Multiplayer Online Bulletin Board Game (MMOBBG).

Despite of having many different categories based on the game type, MMOGs have two major classification based on the game time-keeping mechanism. They are real-time games and turn-based games. In real-time games, the game time advances continuously without stopping regardless of what the players are doing. This type of game is often considered
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to be more realistic because the system itself is very similar to the time system in real life. However, real-time games generally consume more resources during its operation. With the game time advancing consistently and automatically, the demand of game calculations are constantly higher.

Turn-based games run the game by giving each player time to make decision about what action to take. One example of this kind of game is chess. In a chess game, two players take turn to move the pawns and only one player can move at one time. Because of its mechanism, the use of turn-based time system is generally limited for certain type of games. There are types of games that cannot be implemented in turn-based, e.g. First Person Shooter (FPS) games, as multiple players can shoot at the same time.

Besides real-time and turn-based, there are variations of time-keeping system that involves combination of both. One example is the battle system of Final Fantasy game series. They use a hybrid system called Active Time Battle (ATB) where each game character has its own ATB bar indicator. During the battle, ATB bar will gradually fills up and when it is full, the player can issue the command or action.

The type of MMOG is an important aspect and different type could result in different system requirements and sometimes they are affected by different issues. For example, real-time MMOG will have more problems with network latency while the same problem will have less impact to the turn-based MMOG. Currently, the most popular MMOGs are real-time based ones. For example, World of Warcraft and Lineage II. Therefore, this thesis will focus on the issues with real-time based games.
2.2 Networking Aspects of MMOG

Currently, there are two popular network architectures in MMOG. They are Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Client-Server (CS) network architecture. Figure 2.5 shows the network topology of both architectures. The main difference between both architectures is the absence of a server in P2P network. CS network relies on the server to maintain the network and give other services to all clients connected to the network. Further in-depth technical reading about CS and P2P architectures and the differences between them can be found in [57].

P2P architecture is a network architecture where each member of the network contributes and shares resources with other members. There is no hierarchy level that differentiates members because they are all considered to be equal (peer). Without any server to manage the network, all members of P2P network need to maintain the network structure and resource management. In order to do this, one member is required to have network connection with several or all other members. In general, P2P and CS have advantages and disadvantages that will be discussed below.
The advantages of P2P network architecture over CS are as follow:

- There is no need for a server to maintain the network. Without server, all burden and resource requirements are shared within the members of the network.

- There is no single point of failure in the network. If there is one broken connection in a P2P network, there are other connections with others that could replace or serve as a router to perform data communication. In CS architecture, the server usually becomes the bottleneck and if the server is down, so is the whole network.

- With no single point of failure, a P2P network implementing special content addressing such as CAN [32] or Pastry [75] will be able to recover the data in the network during a major disruption.

- The nature of P2P network encourages data duplications amongst the member of the network. Therefore, when there is a major network disconnection, it is still possible to reconstruct the network and the data inside it.

- Having higher scalability compared to CS architecture. More number of members in the network means more available resources. Unlike CS where having more members means more burden for the server.

Making P2P network applicable in MMOG has been a major research field in the recent years. The main drawback of P2P network architecture lies in the scalability. Due to the fact that P2P network requires a peer to stay connected and synchronized with two or more peers, network resource usage in P2P network is individually higher than the one in CS network. For comparison, in a general P2P network, a peer will need to maintain $Number\text{of}\text{Player} - 1$ network connections to other peers and synchronize with them.
during the game. This operation consumes much higher network cost for a peer compared to a client in CS network. Let us consider an example of a multiplayer game with 8 players. The game requires each player to send a state update 20 times per second and in return, also receiving the state update from other players 20 times per second. If the size of one state update is 20 bytes, then the size of the state update of a player is 400 bytes per second. In P2P network, a player will need to send the state update to \(8 - 1 = 7\) other players. It means, a player in P2P network will need to send \(7 \times 400 = 2800\) bytes per second. In CS network, a player will need to send the state update to the game server. It means, a player in CS network will only need to send 400 bytes per second. Besides sending the state update, all players in MMOG need to receive state update from other players during the game. In this case, a player in both CS and P2P networks will need to receive 2800 bytes per second. Figure 2.6 shows that the number of bytes sent by a player in P2P will increase linearly with the number of players in the game. Meanwhile, a player in CS network will have constant number of bytes sent per second regardless of the number of players.

So far, researches in P2P for MMOG have resulted in various degree of success. [3, 10, 16, 25, 29, 30, 38, 42, 44, 55, 75, 81, 82, 89, 102] have proposed solutions to solve the problem of scalability by proposing better network resource management. However, all proposed solutions generally increase the network workload for each peer by adding more operations. For example, [75] proposed a new P2P mechanism management called Pastry. Pastry is designed ingeniously to be scalable and efficient. It achieves better scalability by limiting the number of peers connected to one player. In order to maintain network structure and connect peers, it uses routing mechanism so there is no need for peers to be directly connected. Similar methods can be found in Chord [82] and CAN [32] that
proposed a solution of maintaining P2P network using Distributed Hash Table (DHT). The hash table can also be used to provide object or data addressing.

The main weakness of all solutions that attempt to solve scalability problem in P2P is the increased local resource consumption. DHT is a solid mechanism to maintain content addressing but at the same time takes memory or disk space to store. Also, computation resources will be consumed while performing any operations related to content addressing or peer routing. Therefore, it does not change the fact that P2P networks in MMOG will always have higher resource consumption overall compared to CS networks.

Solutions offered by [3, 25, 55] implement Interest Management System (IMS) to selectively pick which state update will be send to which players. In a sense, the system is very similar with the IMS implementation in CS network. Although the methods actually lower network resource usage, they also reduce the structural reliability of generic P2P
networks. Because one peer will connect to less number of other peers, there is a risk of network failure when enough number of peers are having network disruptions.

Another critical issue in implementing P2P in MMOG is the network security. With the nature of P2P where all peer are considered to be equal, it means each peer will have the rights to access or modify important game state. This is also currently an active research area. Most of the proposed solutions such as [32, 47, 49] utilize selected peers that have higher position than other peers. These peers are called Super Peers and they have the tasks to monitor other peers. In our opinion, this kind of solution actually change the P2P network into hybrid network architecture and thus, can no longer considered as P2P network.

Super peers that have higher positions than other peers could perform network administrative tasks could become the biggest threat to the MMOG. In order to suppress the cheating by super peers, cooperation by other peers are required to monitor super peer at all time. When a certain number of peer agree that the super peer can no longer be trusted, they can impeach the super peer and promote another peer to replace the super peer. However, this solution also has severe limitations. The limitations are as follows: there is no way to detect the cheater in a swift manner. By the time everyone agrees that a super peer needs to be replaced, the damage has already done to the game state. In this case, there is no way to guarantee the validity of the global game state.

There are also solutions to deter cheating in P2P network such as the one proposed by [49]. The solutions limit the access to actual game data and instead, only transmitting player’s action during game state synchronization. They argue that their method could reduce the cheating attempts. However, the biggest drawback of such system is that it does not change the fact that every peer can still load a special software locally to actually
change their game stats. Furthermore, this method can be applied only to certain type of
games such as MMORPG and each implementation will be unique which requires additional
programming hours to the game development.

Meanwhile, the advantage of CS network architecture over P2P are:

- The server is the central point of the network. Besides the disadvantages, having
  server means better network monitoring and security. Since the server holds higher
  authority than clients, any potential problems by the clients can be dealt with quicker
  and it is possible to kick clients doing malicious acts out from the network.

- Higher level of authority over the clients give the server ability to determine which
  client can connect to the network.

- The server can help clients with low resources by performing complex operations and
  send the result to the clients or by simply storing data that the clients can retrieve
  later.

Currently, game service providers prefer to implement CS due to its business proposition.
In CS architecture, it is easier for game service provider to implement ‘pay-to-play’ game billing system. In fact, up to now the game Age of Empires III (AoE III) [2]
is the only popular MOG that provides the option to use P2P architecture for its online
game mode. Furthermore, one main problem associated with the use of P2P in the game
AoE III is bad experience when one or more of the players connected in the game have
poor internet connection [33]. Another disadvantage mentioned above that motivates game
developer to use CS architecture is game security. The Steam game engine that has been
used to create popular MOG such as Half-Life 2 [88] and CounterStrike: Source [24] men-
tioned in its user documentation that the decision of using CS architecture are mainly due
to game data security and cheat prevention considerations [53]. For all of these reasons, this thesis will only focus on CS network architecture.

2.3 Current Issues in MMOG

Growing number of players, increasing complexity and variety of game contents give major issues in scalability and playability of MMOG. There are real cases in MMOG such as Aion Online (AO) [4], which was a highly anticipated MMORPG. During the first few months of launching, AO had major problems with scalability. The number of players who subscribed to the game was too high for what their server can handle [67]. As a result, many players complained of being rejected by the server and had to wait for a long time until they can play the game.

Scalability and playability are two of the most common measurements to assess an MMOG [5]. In general, scalability is the term used to describe and measure the ability of an online game system to handle or to be ready with growing number of players, game object or complexity. Many MMOGs failed to maintain their scalability and thus cannot provide appropriate services to the players. One example is the MMORPG Aion Online [4] that was having scalability issues due to the unpredicted number of players playing at the same time during the first few months of its release [67]. In this dissertation, the research scope is to tackle the issues of scalability related to the networking.

Playability is the term used to describe quality of the gameplay of an MMOG. Factors that define playability are different for each type of games. In general, playability is comprised of game balance, game user interface, display quality and all other stuff that affect player’s experience while playing the game. As an example, storyline in MMORPG
holds bigger effect in playability compared to MMORTS. In this dissertation, the research scope of playability is to solve the problem caused by cheating in MMOG. Cheating disrupts playability since cheating usually performed to give the cheater advantage over other players or the game mechanic itself.

2.3.1 Networking Issues

Since this thesis focuses on CS network, all of the networking issues discussed in this chapter are the entire issues encountered CS network. Figure 2.7 depicts the network connection and communication between players and game server. As explained before, the most basic method for game state synchronization is by making the players to send its game state update periodically while the game server will receive the game state update from all players, update the global game state and send the global game state back to all players. However, this is not the most efficient method to synchronize game state. There are scalability issues related to the networking when using the basic method. This section will discuss about those issues, current solutions adopted by game developers and the most current solutions proposed by other research.

2.3.1.1 Network Latency and Packet Loss

The most common problems with the Internet these days are network latency and packet loss [65]. Network latency is a measurement of how long a packet will arrive to its destination. In an ideal world, a packet will arrive instantly to its destination. Nevertheless, network latency always exists everywhere in the Internet regardless of Internet bandwidth or throughput.

All Internet applications including MMOG have a certain tolerance to network latency.
However, there are times where the network latency are too high and in MMOG, the late arrival of game state update could disrupt the whole game state synchronization. Depending on the game type, certain MMOG could tolerate network latency better than others. In this case, usually turn-based MMOG would perform better than real-time MMOG in the Internet with high network latency. The reason is because the mechanism in turn-based MMOG forces a player to wait until the other player finishes its turn.

In Real-time MMOG, game state update communication is performed constantly. Because of the mechanism, one state update will quickly lose its importance if not delivered in timely manner especially with fast-paced games. In this case, network latency or packet loss are the biggest problem in game state synchronization in MMOG. The effect of network latency or packet loss can be seen visually in MMOG. During high latency or packet loss, the game view of a player will become inconsistent with other players. One common sign
of network latency that can be recognized is when the movement of other players seems jittery. This happens because during high latency, a player cannot properly receive state updates of other players. As a result, the local game system in the player’s machine does not have enough data to render the movement of other players properly. We will discuss this topic further in Chapter 5.

Another contributing factor to network latency problem is that each entity in the MMOG could experience different latency in network communication. The network latency occurring in one player could be higher than the other player. This condition leads to the problem where game server will receive game state update from players in different time. As explained in the previous section, the game server will need to perform global state update every tick using game state updates received from all players. When one of the players is having problem with network latency or packet loss, the game state update from that player could arrive too late to be included in the global state update operation. As a result, the most recent game state stored and distributed by the game server is no longer properly synchronized and the same condition applies to all players who receive the game state update from the game server. Therefore, fairness of the gameplay could be compromised and players with better Internet connection will have a definite advantage over other players with high network latency.

One real life example of this problem is the multiplayer mode of the game Armored Core 4: For Answer [7]. The writer himself experienced the effect of high network latency during multiplayer game session with players from Japan. Since the game server is located in US and Japan, Australian players is very susceptible to high latency. It is quite common that players in Japan are often use this condition to their advantage by using fast-movement to approach and deliver the killing shot to the other players with high latency. What the
players with the latency can see is their enemy suddenly disappear and appearing from one spot to the other. Also, the latency could freeze the players’ action thus leaving them no chance to retaliate or performing evasive maneuver. Investigations by [70] further describes the impact of network latency in real-time MG.

The solution commonly applied by game service provider is by providing more bandwidth and implementing newer Internet technology that uses better communication protocols. This solution is the quickest method to improve stability but also the most expensive one. Also, this solution does not solve the problem if the cause of the latency is from one of the player’s Internet connection. Therefore, the solution is not viable to be implemented in smaller MMOG and in the condition where the players’ Internet connections have high latency.

2.3.1.2 Dead Reckoning

A widely implemented method by game developer to compensate high network latency and packet loss is Dead Reckoning (DR). DR method works by providing the guesstimate off current location of a player [53] and thus can be applied only in certain types of MMOG. In a way, DR works by increasing the tolerance of an MMOG to network latency. DR is a popular and essential method in MMOG programming because approximately, up to 70% of network resource usage in MMOG comes from sending or receiving player’s movement data [5]. DR have two types of operation, they are Interpolation and Extrapolation.

Interpolation is used to fill the gap between state update to make the game animation smoother. As shown in Figure 2.8, player’s machine will produce predicted game state of a player in order to render the animation during the game. Without interpolation, the animation will appear as jumpy or jittery. High quality animation requires the standard
60 frames to be displayed in a second. If the same standard is applied in the frequency of game state update, it will consume too much bandwidth. Therefore, even without high network latency, periodic state update is often not enough to produce smooth game animation. The simplest method of interpolation is to draw a line between state update and animate the player so it will appear that the player moves by following the line path. The problem here is that some games tend to have more curvy movement pattern. FPS games are good examples where all players usually walk freely in the game world. Thus creating non-straight movement pattern most of the times in the game. However, other players can tolerate minor deviation of interpolation and the interpolation result usually does not affect the game result.

Extrapolation is used to provide prediction during high network latency. During that time, the game cannot receive several state updates and as a result, need to come up with a dummy location of a player in order to render the game smoothly. Figure 2.9 describes a scenario where the game calculates two dummy state update using extrapolation. There are various methods to perform extrapolation calculation. Formula 2.1 is one example to
get the distance travelled by a player \((D)\) based on the speed \((v)\) and time \((t)\).

\[
D = vt
\]  

(2.1)

In general, the fundamental background of most of the research about DR in multiplayer games comes from the effect of network latency or packet loss. Research and discussions about it can be found in [104, 104, 27, 78]. While some of the research [31, 22, 78, 12] conclude that network latency does not have significant impacts in player behavior and game result, there are others [101, 53] that conclude the opposite. Interestingly, those with different conclusions observe different multiplayer games. At this stage we assume that the magnitude of the impact of network latency in multiplayer online games depends on various different aspects such as type of players, type of games and network conditions. Hence, there are certain situations where DR could improve gaming experience.

There are other related work about other methods of dead reckoning in multiplayer games such as in [71, 84, 69, 50]. Some of them compare their work with DR method described in IEEE 1278 [43] which is the standard of application protocol in Distributed
Interactive Simulation (DIS). The standard formula to perform Dead Reckoning calculation is as follows [8]:

\[ X_1 = X_0 + v_0 \Delta t + \frac{1}{2} a \Delta t^2 \]  

(2.2)

Where \( X_0 \) is the initial location, \( X_1 \) is the predicted location, \( v_0 \) is the initial speed and \( a \) is the acceleration and \( \Delta t \) is the time difference between \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \). In the end, this formula becomes the basis of the IEEE standard formula for dead reckoning. In practice, IEEE standard for distributed interactive simulation (IEEE Std 1278.1-1995) [43] is often adopted as DR method in video games even before MMOG was born. The method implements multi-step DR calculations, as described in [84]. The formulas for the first step are:

\[ x_t = x_{t'} + v_{t'} \Delta t \]  

(2.3)

\[ x_t = x_{t'} + v_{t'} \Delta t + \frac{1}{2} a_{t'}(\Delta t)^2 \]  

(2.4)

Where Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are the first order and second order respectively. Meanwhile, the first and second order equations for the two-step DR are:

\[ x_t = x_{t'} + \frac{x_{t'} - x_{t''}}{t' - t''} \Delta t \]  

(2.5)

\[ x_t = x_{t'} + v_{t'} \Delta t + \frac{1}{2} \frac{v_{t'} - v_{t''}}{t' - t''}(\Delta t)^2 \]  

(2.6)

Where Equations 2.5 and 2.6 are the first order and second order respectively. In all formulas, \( x_{t'} \), \( a_{t'} \) and \( v_{t'} \) are the most current position, acceleration and velocity of a
player. The current position means the position received in the last known game state update. Meanwhile, \( x_{t''}, a_{t''} \) and \( v_{t''} \) are the position, acceleration and velocity of a player obtained from the second last known of game state update. Also, \( \Delta t = t - t' \) for all formulas.

The equations above gives a good result to predict player’s position with some exceptions. Two-step formula, despite of including more variable, tend to have lower accuracy. Also, Two-Step formulas requires more computation power to calculate the result. Another fatal flaw is that such Formula could only predict a linear movement pattern with minimum changes in angular velocity and acceleration [69]. In practice, player’s movement pattern is hardly linear all the time. Therefore, current DR methods produce errors quickly in the game and current remedy by game developers are by increasing the frequency of game state updates. There are also attempts to improve DR using other methods such as the one described by [50]. However, their proposed solution has limitations because of its high complexity. Furthermore, the solution also suffers from the same drawback as the standard DR method. It could only provide accurate approximation when there is minimum variance in player’s angular velocity and acceleration. Thus, limiting the implementation of solution to other type of games such as racing games or first person shooter.

One of the latest research works about DR in online games utilizes Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [59] in order to learn the movement pattern of specific games and provides the estimation of player’s location based on the pattern learned by the ANN. However, this research lacks the specific use and analysis of its usage in 3D games. Also, the research itself uses the simplest form of ANN, which lacks the ability to adapt with constant change of movement patterns.
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2.3.2 Network Resource Management

One practical way to improve scalability in MMOG is by providing better network resource management. Using the same amount of network resources, it is possible to have better scalability by increasing the efficiency of network resource management. There are many ways to reduce the effect of latency and increase scalability [104, 105, 15, 64, 9, 63, 100, 66] and one of them is by implementing Interest Management System.

2.3.2.1 Interest Management System

Interest Management System (IMS) is a management system implemented in MMOG to improve the efficiency of network resource usage by sending parts of game state update selectively to players according to certain categories. The conventional way to synchronize game state updates where a player will receive the global game state from the game server. IMS use the categorization mechanism to determine which game state update is relevant for which player. Therefore, a player no longer needs to receive the full size of game state, but only the parts relevant to the players. There are plenty of ways to design the categories based on the game types or just based on the preference of game developers [13, 14, 90].

One of the most commonly implemented is by using Area of Interest (AOI) [25, 3, 84]. Area of Interest works in a way that every player will have a virtual circle with the player as the center. Anything that are in the circle are included in game state update that the player will receive. The simplicity of this method makes it a popular method but also at the same time, having high resource consumption. The high resource consumption is because the player need to perform AOI check periodically. Because the game server stores all of game information, the task of performing AOI check must be done by the game server. For players, this is a good thing. For game service provider, this is a disadvantage. MMOG
usually have hundreds or thousands of players connected at the same time. If the game server needs to perform AOI check for each player, the resource cost to do it would put a heavy strain on the game service provider.

Another practical method for IMS is by making shards of the game world. *Dungeon Siege II* is one example of the game world division. The game world in *Dungeon Siege II* are comprised of many smaller maps with specific points at the edge of the map acting as exit/entry points. While this method is very effective, game development cost would be higher and the game would take longer to develop because each segment of the game map needs to be customized so every shard will look and feel natural.

### 2.3.2.2 Network Workload Evaluation

By default, it is always possible to improve scalability by providing more game server and more bandwidth to the network infrastructure. However, this method is not cost-efficient and does not provide long-term solution. The article [87] explains that the most expensive part to maintain the network in MMOG is the bandwidth required by the game to have thousands of players connected at one time.

Smooth game market-launch is also a vital part to the success of an MMOG. The challenge here is to predict and provide adequate network resources for an MMOG. Overestimation will cost the game service provider while underestimation of network resource requirement will cause scalability and playability problems. The game *Anarchy Online* and *World War II Online* are perfect examples where they had server and game stability problems during launching, and thus affecting the game negatively.

Unfortunately, the only common method for game service provider to predict network
resource requirement for game server is by using simple estimation such as:

\[ N = n\theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where \( N \) is the network workload of a game server, \( n \) is the number of players and \( \theta \) is the number of network workload for each individual player. To determine \( \theta \), game service provider can use estimation based on the size of network packet for game state update of the MMOG.

The proposed solutions by other research such as [85, 103, 76, 17] focuses on the network traffic and the result are collected from real server or simulated game sessions. There is one research potential in this area. Other research tend to use different metrics and standard. It is possible to create a mechanism to evaluate network workload. Thus, creating better comparison and analysis for different methods and solutions proposed by others.

\section*{2.3.3 Cheating Issues}

Cheating is one of the major problems in MMOG. Cheating is an act where players or other third parties attempt to modify the result of the valid game mechanics. The modification could be implemented to player’s game state, game server’s global game state or even the binary program of the MMOG itself. The result of cheating always affect gameplay experience. Thus, the aim of cheating is almost always to provide advantages of the cheater over other players.

As a result, cheating could deter significant number of honest players to play an MMOG. Therefore, cheating is one of the major concerns for game service provider as well. There are plenty of ways to cheat in MMOGs, a good review about cheating in networked games [92] classifies the cheat into several categories (Table 2.1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Cheat Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Game Level</td>
<td>Bug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real Money Transaction (RMT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Level</td>
<td>Information exposure, Invalid Commands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bot/Reflex Enhancers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Level</td>
<td>Suppressed update, Timestamp, Fixed delay, Inconsistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spoofing, replay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blind Opponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Level</td>
<td>Information Exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proxy/Reflex Enhancers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Cheat Categorization by [92]
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From all of the classification of cheating listed in Table 2.1, Bot is one of the cheating types that currently has no solutions in CS architecture. Bot is difficult to detect because it does not work against the game mechanics. Instead, it helps players to do certain tasks in the game. Currently, game developers and game service providers rely on the anti-cheat software running in player’s machine to detect the presence of bot program in the machine’s memory. However, it is possible to evade the detection by anti-cheat software by using the method depicted in Figure 2.10.

In Figure 2.10, the player runs the game and anti-cheat applications in the machine. At this stage, anti-cheat software does not detect anything illegal in the player’s machine and allow the player to join and play the game. However, there is another machine intercepting and modifying the real state updates into the ones generated by bot. With this method, the game server will assume that everything is fine because the anti-cheat software is running in player’s machine and it reports that there is no bot program running in the player’s machine.

Figure 2.10: Packet Interception Cheat
Current research to detect bot generally implement CAPTCHA [37, 99], network traffic analysis [18, 91], trajectory analysis [20], behavior analysis [86] and bot-detection program [77].

CAPTCHA works by prompting the player with a set of characters and it requires the player to type the exact characters into the input field to prove that the player is truly a human player. Based on its basic mechanic, CAPTCHA has the limitation that it will cause annoyance to the players playing fast-paced real-time games [37]. Another weakness of CAPTCHA is that it is possible to circumvent CAPTCHA by using the automatic character recognition. Online service such as [11] is one example of available means to eliminate human intervention to beat bot detection using CAPTCHA.

Network traffic, trajectory and behavior analysis rely on statistical analysis to recognize certain pattern. However, as soon as the bot is programmed to include randomness, these methods would most likely fail to detect the bot. It is possible to re-design the formula in order to recognize the random factor introduced by bot, but this method is not cost-effective because it takes only one or several lines of bot code to change the random pattern. Therefore, it is a good research field at the moment and thus we make it into one of our research objectives in this thesis.
Chapter 3

Uniform-Shaped Game World

Partition System

3.1 Introduction

Generally, game world partitioning can be categorized as a part of Interest Management (IM). IM is widely used to reduce the amount of network communication by sending the data only to recipients selected according to specific criteria(s) [61]. Game world partition divides game world into smaller cells which cover the whole game world and it means each cell contains a small part of the game world. As the game state updates are transferred through the network in forms of packets, game world partition significantly reduces the overall number of packet transferred during game session. The reason is that a player will send state updates only to other players located in the same cell and not to every player in whole game world. An additional reference regarding the advantages of game world partition can be found in [13].
Figure 3.1: Various game world partition methods: (a) Rectangular (b) Triangle (c) Hexagonal (d) Variable Rectangular

Figure 3.1 shows various methods to divide game world into cells. These methods can be divided into two major categories: uniform and variable partition shapes. Uniform partition divides game world into cells with same shape and size. The most commonly used shapes used for uniform partition are: square/rectangular, triangle and hexagon. Meanwhile, variable partition creates cells with different shape and size. There are many methods and algorithm of how to make partition such as the ones described in [56, 13].

Game world partition is suitable to MMOG because it could reduce the effect of network latency by limiting the number of the recipient of state update. Another reason is the localization of game state inconsistency when network latency occurs as it will only affect one or some small portions of the whole game world. However, this method still cannot cope with the major network latency such as the ones that affect one whole country.
3.2 Discussion

Despite of the advantages of game world partition, player’s game machine usually have limited available computational, memory and networking resources. Some of the partition methods that requires complex operation is not suitable as the player’s game machine need every available resource to process game mechanics [6]. That is the main reasons of why our research only involves simple and common partition shapes. Therefore, our research questions for this chapter are:

- What is the metric to measure the performance of one partition shape?
- What methodology can be used to perform the comparison?
- How do partition shapes perform compared to each other?
- How to improve the performance while keeping simplicity and efficiency? The definitions of simple and efficient here are determined by the trade-off between game machine resources consumed by game world partition system and the improvement in network resource consumptions.

Before we answer those questions, due to many possible variations in real games we are limiting our research scope and general concept by using definitions described in Table 3.1. In association with definition in Table 3.1, during a CM (Cell Migration) process, data related to the migrating player will need to be transferred to the new cell and all members of old and new cells need to be notified of new position of the migrating player. In order to provide smooth transition, it is necessary to transfer data even before CM event occurs which is CPM (Cell Pre-Migration) event. While CM process is triggered when a player moves to different cell, CPM is initiated when a player’s location is in certain range.
to the border of a neighboring cell. Each player has an Area of Interest (AOI) where it forms a virtual domain surrounding a player and all entities inside AOI radius will receive state update from the player. When AOI of a player crosses the boundary of a cell, CPM process will start and it will end when the cell border is no longer inside the AOI. After CPM process has stopped, a player can purge the data involved in CPM that is no longer used in order to save memory resources.

Derived from our definition of CM and CPM, we can assume that those events consume more network resources than normal periodic state update. Because of this reason, we are using the rate of CM and CPM as one of the metrics to analyze performance of different partition shapes. We measure the rate by counting how many CM and CPM occurred
Figure 3.2: Player AOI in different partition shapes
during simulated game sessions. Figure 3.2 illustrates a player where its AOI crosses
the border of its home cell. Based on its geometry characteristic, the total number of
neighboring cell is different for each partition methods. In the worst case, a player in
square or rectangular cell will have maximum three neighbours while hexagonal cell will
have maximum two neighbours. During CPM, additional neighboring cell means more
state update to be sent over the network which will affect network resource usage directly.
The next metrics are related to CM and CPM where its occurrence follows one another.
During game session, a player can move freely in the game world and apart from game
world topology, a player can move with any kind of pattern. Since all of these game world
partition and mechanism are invisible to player, a player might trigger CM and CPM
repeatedly as illustrated in figure 3.3.

We call these events Consecutive Cell Migration (CCM) and Consecutive Cell Pre-
Migration (CCPM). In summary, metrics definition to compare the performance of different
partition methods are: η - Cell Pre-Migration rate, θ - Consecutive Cell Pre-Migration rate,
ν - Cell Migration rate and µ - Consecutive Cell Migration rate.
Figure 3.3: Consecutive Cell Migration (a) and Consecutive Cell Pre-migration (b)

Additionally, we consider the number of neighbours during CPM as one of the metrics as well. The reason is because although one partition shape achieve a lower number of CM, CPM, CCM or CCPM, the same result might not be achieved by using other type of games.

### 3.2.1 Mechanism

In order to get data of the events mentioned in the previous section, we developed a game world and player simulator. Considerations of using simulation as our methodology are based on: flexibility to include and observe various parameters, full control of simulated environment and possible expansion for future research or experiment using additional data. In order to have a fair comparison between partition methods, we used the same player movement pattern and same system parameters (eg: game world size, number of player, radius of AOI). Additionally, we used cell area to define the size of a cell. More information about simulator parameters can be found in the next subsection.
3.2.2 Simulator design

Our simulator consists of two main modules with different parameter sets (Figure 3.4), they are: Scenario Generator and Game World and Player Simulator. At current stage, we used Scenario Generator to generate players’ movement pattern with random direction and speed. These randomized player movement patterns can be exchanged with real data from real games as it becomes available in the future. Game World and Player Simulator module will take the result from Scenario Generator and combined with parameter set 2, will simulate a game session. At the end of simulation, a final report will be generated and it contains the final value of $\eta$, $\theta$, $\nu$, and $\mu$ for all partition shapes.

Figure 3.4 also shows that each main module has its own parameter set. Parameters for Scenario Generator are:

- $P$ - Total number of player

  Total number of player in the game world. It is a variable initialized before simulation, but it is not possible to change this parameter in the middle of simulation.
• $L/H$ - The width/height of game world

The game world is represented as a square which has uniform width and height in pixels.

• $t$ - Simulation duration and $\alpha$ - Length of one game cycle

We use seconds as simulation duration and $\alpha$ represents the time of 1 cycle in game session. In our simulation, we assume that 1 cycle is 100 ms because there is a general consensus in game programming that when a cycle is more than 150ms, the players can perceive it as game lag. This value is uniform across players where their new location is generated every 1 cycle based on its movement speed and direction.

• $v$ - Player movement speed

Player movement speed represents how fast a player can move across game world. In practice, player movement speed in different type of game varies greatly. In our simulation, we use scale 1-9 with 1 is the slowest and 9 is the fastest in order to represent different type of game. One important thing to note is, this parameter indicates the maximum movement speed of all players and movement speed itself is not always constant during simulation. Furthermore, we applied 360 degrees of possible movement direction for each player. Randomized movement pattern is achieved by using random speed, direction and duration.

Meanwhile, the parameters for Game world and Player Simulator are:

• $A$ - Cell Size

Cell size indicates the area size of a cell. In order to emphasize fairness between different partition types, cell size is defined by the area of a cell. This is to ensure that different partition type has the same amount of data transferred for migration
process. Our assumption is that cell with the same area size will have the same network resource requirement to transfer its information state to a player. To achieve this, we are using cyclic polygon as the basis of cell’s shape. Commonly, we have three main shapes: rectangle, hexagon and triangle. Given the area of a polygon and the number of vertices, we define the value of the circumradius of a cell using formula 3.1.

\[ R = \sqrt{\frac{2A}{N \sin\left(\frac{2\pi}{N}\right)}} \]  

(3.1)

where:

- \( R \) = Circumcircle radius of a cell
- \( A \) = Cell area
- \( N \) = Number of sides

With the value of \( R \), we can calculate the coordinate of each polygon vertices as illustrated in figure 5 with the same formula used to find coordinates of cyclic polygon.

- \( \gamma \) - Radius of Area of Interest

Area of Interest indicates the virtual domain of a player. In our simulator, we increase the value of \( \eta \) when the AOI crosses boundary of another cell and \( \theta \) when it crosses the same cell again after previous CPM happened in less than two seconds. The same threshold applies to \( \mu \) where it will increase when a player returns to its old cell in less than two seconds after migration.
3.2.3 Modified Brickworks Partition Method

During our initial simulation with 4 basic partition shapes, we found that there are differences in $\theta$, $\eta$, $\nu$, and $\mu$ for each partition method. Backed up with our initial hypothesis and analysis of current network limitations, we proposed a partition method that is simple to implement and could generally perform better than other basic partition methods in most cases. Firstly, with limited resources in game environment, we decided to use square as the cell shape because it is easy to implement and does not need high resource for in-game operations such as edge or border detection and coordinate calculation. Secondly, hexagon shape has the least number of possible neighbour and therefore quite popular in practice. Using square shapes and regular tiling pattern, we have three possible neighbors as the worst case while the hexagon has two neighbors. By changing the cell shape to square, we can achieve the same result. Additionally, square is more simple in terms of AOI edge...
detection compared to hexagon shaped cell. In hexagon shaped cell, calculating AOI edge
detection usually involves point-to-line distance formula. Meanwhile in a square cell, it
will be as simple as comparing $x$ and $y$ coordinate. Finally, in order to reduce the negative
impact of high $\theta$ and $\mu$, we created virtual partition within a square cell. We call this
method as *Brickworks with Internal Partition* (BIP).

The difference between BIP and 4 other basic partition shapes is in the use of fixed
internal partitions. [5] suggests the implementation of duplicated and shared area between
two cells. It means, a certain range of the edge of two neighboring cells is managed by two
game servers. A player that enters the shared area will establish connection with the other
server, thus providing smooth transition during CM. However, this method actually wastes
the data storage and also has the potential of having synchronization problem because of
the shared area. BIP does not have shared area, as each cell has its own game server as
the owner. BIP also provides a smooth gameplay because of the use of AOI to trigger
CPM. Another obvious advantage of BIP over other partition shapes is that the maximum
number of possible neighbors is as low as hexagon shape, but with better implementations
due to its square shape and internal partitions.

BIP begins with brickworks pattern as described in Figure 3.6(a), each of single cell
in brickworks partition contains virtual partitions which divide the cell into 9 rectangles
(Figure 3.6b). The mechanism is to detect location of a player in the game world. As
the player moves, it will receive state update of the whole cell just like normal. However,
during CPM event, the player will not receive the whole information of possible future
cells. Instead, it will receive only part of it as it is crossed by player’s AOI. This way,
when a CCM or CCPM occurs, wasted network resource usage will be less than ordinary
method. With virtual partitions, a cell will consist of: 4 small squares at the corners, 4
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Figure 3.6: (a) Brickworks partition Layout. (b) 1-cell view. (c) Various CPM and CM scenarios

rectangles and 1 square in the middle. Assuming that the length of one side of a cell is $S$, then placement of virtual partition follows these rules: the length of the side of middle square is $\frac{1}{2}S$. For smaller square, the length is $\frac{1}{4}S$. Rectangular has $\frac{1}{4}S$ for 2 sides and $\frac{1}{2}S$ for the other sides. That makes the area of smallest squares as $\frac{1}{16}S$, $\frac{1}{4}S$ for the middle square and $\frac{1}{8}S$ for the virtual rectangle partition.

For BIP, network resource usage is lower compared to other basic shapes because there are less data to transfer during CM and CPM. More efficiency can be achieved when CCPM or CCM occurs. There are several possible scenarios for CPM and CM events in PB as illustrated in Figure 3.6(c). Throughout scenario 1 to 5 in BIP, the worst case is when the AOI of a player crosses two small squares and one rectangle (scenario 3) and $\gamma > \frac{1}{4}S$. The best case is when it crosses only 1 small squares and $\gamma < \frac{1}{4}S$. Based on possible scenarios, the condition where $\gamma \leq \frac{1}{4}S$ is preferable in order to get benefit from best case.
3.2.4 Cell Placement Algorithm

Our implementation of GWP requires construction and placement of cells covering the whole game world. Some multiplayer online games such as *Counter Strike Source* [24] and *Quake III Arena* [1] allow players or other third parties to design their own map. If we want to implement GWP, then there are two options. The first one is by placing the cells manually for every new map released or the second option is to do it automatically. Generally, manual cell placement results in the minimum number of cells required to cover the game world. However, the process is time consuming and it is possible to have bad results due to human-error. Therefore, we designed our own algorithm to do this task automatically. The main reason is to have a consistent cell placement pattern and in the end it will give better validity for our research result. During simulation, we found that our algorithm may help game developer who wants to implement GWP in their games; especially with the games where players or third parties can participate to create and deploy their own maps. One important thing to note is the main objective of our algorithm is not to find the best result of tile placement.

Our basic algorithm begins with making a bounding rectangle. The rectangle consists of 4 vertices and covers the whole game map (Figure 3.7(a)). There are two important vertices: bottom-left vertices \((X_{\text{min}}, Y_{\text{min}})\) and top-right vertices \((X_{\text{max}}, Y_{\text{max}})\). The next step is to put the cells in tile pattern covering the bounding rectangle as shown in Figure 3.7.b. After this step, we need to go through all cells and delete the unneeded cells that are not covering any parts of the game world. The whole process is described in Algorithm 1 and although algorithm 1 is for the square cell, other shapes also follow the same mechanism for the cell placement.
Algorithm 1: Automatic cell placement algorithm

Input: Game world map

Output: Cell placement that covers the whole game map

1 Get Top-left Vertices($X_{min}, Y_{min}$);

2 Get Bottom-right Vertices($X_{max}, Y_{max}$);

3 $CellIndex = 0$;

4 $Y_{current} = Y_{min}$;

5 while $Y_{current} < Y_{max}$ do

6 \hspace{1em} $X_{current} = X_{min}$;

7 \hspace{2em} while $X_{current} < X_{max}$ do

8 \hspace{3em} Assign position of Cell($CellIndex$) to ($X_{current}, Y_{current}$);

9 \hspace{3em} $CellIndex = CellIndex + 1$;

10 \hspace{3em} $X_{current} = X_{current} + CellWidth$;

11 \hspace{2em} end

12 \hspace{1em} $Y_{current} = Y_{current} + CellHeight$;

13 end

14 foreach Cell($i$) do

15 \hspace{2em} if Cell($i$) does not cover Game World then

16 \hspace{3em} Delete(Cell($i$));

17 \hspace{2em} end

18 end
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Figure 3.7: (a) Game world with bounding rectangle frame, (b) Game world with cell placement based on bounding rectangle frame

Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L \times H$</td>
<td>$4000 \times 4000; 8000 \times 8000; 12000 \times 12000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$128; 256; 512$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>$1; 5; 9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$100000; 150000; 200000; 250000; 300000; 350000; 400000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AOI\text{Radius}$</td>
<td>$75$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Simulation Result & Discussion

We simulated 4 common partition shapes (rectangular, hexagon, triangle and variable rectangle) and our BIP with a combination of parameters. We generated 10 random scenarios for each value of $L$, $P$, $v$ and $A$. The combination of simulation parameters can be found in Table 3.2. At the end of simulation, final result is obtained through the average value of $\eta$, $\theta$, $\nu$, and $\mu$ from all scenarios. The whole simulation processes are described in the Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: GWP Game Implementation Diagram
Table 3.3: Minimum and maximum number of player in one cell for BIP during game session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GW Size(L * H)</th>
<th>P(Min)</th>
<th>P(Max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4000*4000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000*8000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12000*12000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16000*16000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance evaluation for each partition method is based on the value of $\eta$, $\theta$, $\nu$, and $\mu$. We observed the performance and determine the most significant factor that could affect it. One thing to note is that better performance will result in more efficient network resource usage and in this case, lower value means better performance. During early simulations, we found that the size of game world does not affect the overall performance of all partition methods but instead reduces the player density of each cell where the impact can be seen on the number of minimum and maximum player in one cell (table 3.3). In the next part, we will present the analysis for other factors such as $P$, $\nu$ and $A$ and their impact on the value of $\eta$, $\theta$, $\nu$, and $\mu$.

### 3.3.1 Number of Player

Graphs in Figure 3.9 and 3.10 show how the number of players affects $\theta$ and $\nu$. Simulation observed in those figures use fixed value of $L * H = 8000 * 8000$, $\nu = 5$ and $A = 200000$. The number of players has linear correlation to overall performance. In every partition method, value of $\eta$ and $\nu$ are nearly doubled following the increment of number of player. This is to be expected even in real games where having more player involved in a game
Figure 3.9: Migration rate with different number of player

Session will increase possibility of having more events occurred. Next, for each of partition methods, triangle holds the lowest performance with highest value of $\eta$ and $\nu$. The variable rectangle follows the triangle partition for migration rate. However, despite of being high in migration rate, it shows that pre-migration rate is quite low compared to the others (10% lower compared to the hexagon). The result shows that different partition method has different pre-migration and migration rate ratio of $\eta$ and $\nu$. Meanwhile, hexagon partition method has lower migration rate compared to others, but it is not the same with pre-migration rate. BIP in this aspect behave similarly with other partition and the rectangle partition method has the lowest $\theta$ and $\nu$. The first evaluation supports our hypothesis that with different partition shape, it is possible to find the best one to increase efficiency in network resource usage. Overall result shows the pattern of $\eta$ and $\nu$ follows the value of number of player but not with $\theta$ and $\mu$. 
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Figure 3.10: Pre-migration rate with different number of player

3.3.2 Player Movement Speed

Figure 3.11 and 3.12 shows that we can see a different pattern compared to previous result with number of players with variation in player movement speed, $\nu$. While number of player goes linearly with the value of $\eta$ and $\nu$, this is not the case with player movement speed. As the speed increase linearly, the result jumps exponentially when we use maximum speed $v$. Graph in Figure 14 shows the result for different value of $v$ (1, 5 and 9). We can see that the result does not remain steady like the one in number of player evaluation. However, the pattern of performance for each partition method remains the same. The evaluation shows that BIP always performs decently for the migration rate and lags behind for pre-migration. Again, even with speed, there is no similar pattern for $\theta$ and $\mu$. 
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Figure 3.11: Migration rate with different player movement speed

Figure 3.12: Pre-migration rate with different player movement speed
3.3.3 Cell Size

Graphs showed in Figure 3.13 and 3.14 shows variations of cell size and the impact to $\eta$ and $\nu$. Overall result indicates improvement in lower value of $\eta$ and $\nu$ as the cell size increases. However, as the cell size gets even larger, there is a tendency that it will reach saturation point where it will no longer get a significant improvement compared to the memory resource usage. In this evaluation, the result shows that the $\nu$ of BIP performs similarly with hexagon partition method as the cell size increases. However, we can see significant improvement in $\eta$ as it starts with similar performance with hexagon but in the end, its performance rate is getting close to the other partition method. One thing to note is that rectangle partition performs better than others in this category.

3.3.4 Consecutive Pre-migration and Migration Rate

During simulation, we found no specific pattern of $\theta$ and $\mu$ against other parameters. However, the value of $\theta$ and $\mu$ were always between 10-20% in our 10 different random scenarios. For example, one of the simulations reported the final value of $\theta = 2045$ and $\mu$
= 331; but in the other scenario with the same parameters, it recorded $\theta = 1731$ and $\mu = 619$. However, we are confident that based on our partition mechanism, our partition method still get the benefit during consecutive pre-migration events.

Based on our simulation results ($P=256$, $v=5$), the average number of other players in neighbouring cell during cell migration in BIP is between 7-10 players. However, this number is significantly reduced between 0-3 within the internal partitions crossed by the player’s AOI. The general rule is: during CCPM events, we can expect increase in overall network efficiency compared to other methods especially with higher number of $\theta$ and $\mu$.

### 3.4 Summary

Our experiment result demonstrates various correlations of parameters for different game world partition shapes. However, as different gaming applications have different implementations or approaches, we present our result and conclusion as design consideration for implementation of multiplayer online games.

There are three main factors that determine the performance of game world partition
methods. They are: player movement speed, cell size and cell shape. Our proposed solutions have similar performance with others in the simulation with high speed of player movements. However, our simulation shows that it requires lower number of packets transferred during game session because of its internal partition. It means we have better scalability and efficiency by having lower network resource usage while keeping game mechanics simple. Rectangle partition has higher performance in average, but it has higher possible neighbouring cells during the cell pre-migration and consecutive pre-migration processes which will have impact on the final network resource usage. Another finding is that game world size has no true impact to the performance. Nevertheless, it is still important to consider about the cell size related to the size of game world given that larger cell size will result in more requirements in memory to store cell state information while reducing the number of cells required covering the game world.
Chapter 4

Network Workload Evaluation in Game World Partition System

4.1 Introduction

The popularity of Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) has grown rapidly over the last few years with some of the popular games like *World of Warcraft*, *Lineage 2* and *Ragnarok* having the trend of increasing number of active players. Advances in Internet network technology enable more players to play in one game by providing larger bandwidth and better management of network resources. The increasing number of players creates challenges in network resource usage evaluation for both game developer and game service provider [6]. Game developers always try to create more efficient network communication protocols and techniques in order to have better utilization of network resources. In this case, game developers need to evaluate new communication protocols or techniques before implementing them into games. Meanwhile, game service providers with game servers have
to provide adequate network resources to support their MMOGs. In most situations, they always prefer overestimation rather than underestimation because underestimation could cause network lag and render the MMOG unplayable. However, game service providers also want to avoid high overestimation in order to minimise unused network resource and operational costs.

In this Chapter, we propose a mechanism to evaluate network workload for MMOGs. The main objective here is to design a flexible mechanism that could be easily modified and expanded to accommodate different implementation of MMOGs. Our approach to the solution is by using combination of mathematical model and simulation. We will use a specific game system setup and mechanic to demonstrate our proposed solution. Our game system assumed in this chapter uses Game World Partition (GWP), an Interest Management System (IMS) that divides game world into sections with uniform shape. For the sake of simplicity, in this Chapter, we refer GWP as IMS.

### 4.2 Game System Description

Our description of multiplayer online game system is based on the general assumption of common MMOGs where the system consists of a number of entities. These entities have different types based on their role and network communication architecture. We consider the system as one big collection of state machines where each of those state machines belongs to one single entity. One type of entity that always exists in every MMOG is the player. As mentioned in previous chapter, the term player refers to the machine used by human player (user) to play the game. During gameplay, players will need to send and receive game state updates in order to keep their game state up-to-date with other
entities. These activities are reflected in network workload as sending and receiving game state updates require the consumption of network resources such as bandwidth. There are different ways to represent the network workload such as using the number of network packets transferred during the game, the number of bytes transferred or workload index defined by the game developer. We are using the number of packets transferred, defined as $C_T$, to represent the total network workload for the whole game session.

To obtain $C_T$, our mechanism uses the combination of mathematical model and simulation. The general process of our mechanism is described in Figure 4.1. We assume a universal time instance for all entities in the game system. The time instance is represented by $t$ ($t = 1, 2, ..., T$) where $T$ is the finishing time of a game session. The unit measurement of one time instance is to be defined in advance. We will explain our assumption of the time instance used in this chapter in the next sub-section.

The first part of our mechanism is the data source. Data source is basically all events that will trigger the use of network resources such as sending or receiving game state updates. There are several options for the data source such as: random data, pre-recorded game session and data generated from other mathematical model, e.g. Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Game service providers can use previously recorded game session to estimate the network workload in more accurate manner. At the same time, game developer can use the same data source to test the efficiency of their new communication protocols.
or IMS. Additionally, our mechanism can be implemented by other researchers developing network traffic model to validate their work by comparing it against the result from other data sources.

In our simulation, we use real data, which is the recorded game sessions of Quake 2 from [72]. We extract the movement traces of different players during the game and use them as our data source. Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 depict movement traces of 4 different players in the same map called ‘The Edge’. At a glance, it is clear that each player has different favorite places to visit and stay. There are also places which generally attractive for all players and where the main duels between players happen frequently. Once we can identify these places, we can implement better network provisioning system in order to cope with higher network resource requirements during online game session. However, there is one limitation of our data source: it does not record the actions of other players in detail. Therefore, we use different game recording file with the same map to simulate multiple players in our research.
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Figure 4.3: Movement traces (2)

Figure 4.4: Movement traces (3)
The second part of our mechanism is Event Extraction Process. At this stage, the data input is extracted and converted into a series of events according to the game mechanic. The second part is the crucial part of our mechanism. The reason is because we have to define the type of events that we want to extract from data source and the cost-function related to each of the event type. All of the extracted events will be stored in a table called Event Table ($ET$) as described in Table 4.1. The upper boundary value for Event Type field is $k$, which is the maximum number of event type. The field Event Type in $ET$ acts as the table key that connects to another table, Event-Cost Table ($ECT$) as described in Table 4.2. $ECT$ contains two fields, the first one is Event Type and the second one is the network cost function. The cost function can be defined in various forms, ranging from a constant, linear functions or even more complex functions. This part can be viewed as the translation process where it will extract events from the data source and stored into the tables.

The third part is the simulator that will read data from $ET$ and $ECT$, then put the
entry into mathematical formula to calculate the final result \( C_T \). We will explain more detail about this in mathematical model section. Next, we will elaborate more about our game system. What we are using in this research is just an example of how to use our mechanism. Other type of games will have different event type and cost-functions. In our simulator, we use objects to represent entities and to store data. The attributes for entity object can be seen in Table 4.3. With every entity storing their own events, we can calculate the network workload globally and individually.

These three main parts of our mechanism are the ones, which can be modified if we want to implement a game system into our mechanism. We will explain our implementation of game system in the next sub-sections.

---

### Table 4.1: Structure for Event Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record Index (g)</td>
<td>({1, 2, \ldots, I})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Instance Index (t)</td>
<td>({1, 2, \ldots, T})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Type (l)</td>
<td>({1, 2, \ldots, k})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.2: Structure for Event-Cost Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event Type (l)</td>
<td>({1, 2, \ldots, k})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Workload (f_c(l))</td>
<td>({1, 2, 3, \ldots})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.2.1 Communication Architecture

In our simulation, we use Client-server (CS) communication architecture which means there is another type of entity: Game server. As explained in Chapter 2, the game server and players have their own loop which consists of several processes. For the game server, the loop starts at the same time as the beginning of a game session. For the player, the loop starts when the player join an online game session. We use the assumption that the tick of game server happens at the same time as the player.

In our simulation, we do not consider network lag/delay and packet lost but instead we are using the assumption of an ideal network. Once a source entity send a packet at a specific time $t$, the destined entity will receive it at the same time. However, our $ET$ can accommodate delay if required. It can be done by modifying the $t$ of the $ET$ entry for a specific event. For example, player A sends a packet to player B at tick 52. To simulate a network delay of 4 ticks, the system will adjust the $t$ value for player B for the receive event to 56. It shows that player B does not receive the packet at the same time it is send by player A.
4.2.2 State Update Mechanism

In order to keep game state synchronized, all players in the MMOG have to communicate their state update to game server and in return, receiving other players’ state update. We assume that a player always send the state update every one tick. This is quite similar to the methods used by modern multiplayer game engines such as Source Game Engine [80]. Source Game Engine uses the default value of 66 ticks per second. Based on our data source, we are using 10 ticks per second as the rate for the game state update. It means that players will send and receive state updates from game server every 100 millisecond. On top of this, there are special state updates for IMS events that we will explain later in this chapter.

4.2.3 Game World Partition System

As described in Chapter 3, Game World Partition mechanism used in our research is the one that divides game world into different sections that we call cells. Each cell is shaped uniformly with the other. These cells will be placed following tiled pattern. The purpose of GWP is to provide better network resource management by creating a filter based on spatial location of players. Players in different cells are not required to communicate to each other, only players in the same cell need to synchronize their state updates. In practice, communicating state updates without IMS in MMOGs is very costly for game servers and players.

Figure 4.6 shows an example of 4 cells with 4 players with square cells. In CS network architecture, all state updates from players will be send to game server. After updating global game state, the game server will send specific state updates to all players according
to IMS used in the game. In Figure 4.6, player A, B and C are located in cell 1, therefore player D will not receive state updates from player A, B and C because player D is located in cell 4. Without IMS, the number of packet transferred in one state update is $n^2$, where $n$ is the number of players and $n > 1$. By using GWP, the number of packet transferred in one global state update is variable which depends on the position of players in the game world. In Figure 4.6, the cost of one global state update is $3^2 + 2 = 11$ packets. We will explain the detail for the formula in the later section.

4.2.4 Events of Game World Partition System

We have mentioned in the previous section that GWP works by dividing game world into smaller sections that we call cells. It is common for a player to move from one cell to the other during a game session. The responsibility of a game server is to keep track of the location of every player in the game world. Game server also determines which part of
state update need to be sent to which player. For the players, all they need to do is to send their state update and to receive state updates of their cell from the game server. Based on our game mechanics, there are two main events that invoke network activity: regular state update and special event state update. Regular state update requires player to send and receive state updates from game server periodically. Special event state update is defined by other events in game mechanics that actually trigger network activities.

As shown in Figure 4.6, there is a circle surrounding a player. This circle is what we call Area of Interest (AOI). As the player moves during game session, the edge of AOI might touch the boundary of another cell. When this happens, game server will start to send partial information of the other cell to player A. This event is what we define as pre-migration event, which we simply call PME for the rest of the chapter. PME may be cancelled if the player moves further from the cell boundary and going back inside the home cell. However, it is also possible that a player moves to the other cell after pre-migration event occurred. This event is what we call migration event (ME). During ME, the player will send a special state update to the game server. Then the game server will update its global game state and the cell membership list. Next, the game server will send the remaining information of the new cell to the migrating player while at the same time sending the state update to all players in the old and new cell that there is a player changing its home cell. $E_{PM}$ and $E_{M}$ are the special events in our mechanism and we will define the formula to calculate their costs in the next section.
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4.3 Mathematical Model

This section provides the details about our mathematical formula, including the components inside it. Our aim is to create a flexible model to cope with different type of games. To explain our model, we define the following notations:

- \( n \): Number of player in current game session.
- \( N \): Number of cell in a game world.
- \( t \): Time indicator in ticks (\( 1 \leq t \leq T \)).
- \( j \): Cell index indicator (\( 1 \leq j \leq N \)).
- \( a \): Indicates the current cell index during PME which is also the old cell index during ME.
- \( b \): Indicates the destination cell index during PME which is also the new cell index during ME.
- \( i \): Player index indicator (\( 1 \leq i \leq n \)).
- \( \theta \): The network workload to send or receive one state update. In this thesis, we simply define \( \theta = 1 \) for our simulation.
- \( f_{cc}(j, t) \): Function that returns the number of player in cell \( j \) at time \( t \).
- \( \mu(j, t) \): Function that returns the network workload of sending and receiving one state update of cell \( j \) at time \( t \).
- \( \alpha \): The ratio of transferred cell information during PME (\( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \)). In our simulation, we define \( \alpha = 0.5 \).
• $\sigma(i, t)$: The function that returns the network workload of a PME of player $i$ at time $t$.

• $\tau(i, t)$: The function that returns the network workload of a migration event of player $i$ at time $t$.

• $E^i$: The matrix that stores all events of player $i$ extracted from data source. We define the matrix as:

$$E^i = [e_{kl}]_{R_i \times 2}$$

where $R_i$ is the total number of events generated by player $i$. The columns of matrix $E^i$ corresponds to the structure of Table 4.1 which means the first column($e_{k1}$) stores the time when the event occurred and the second column($e_{k2}$) stores event types. Table 4.4 shows the constant values for event types.

• $C_S$: Network workload for the game server throughout one game session.

• $C_P$: Network workload for all players throughout one game session.

• $f^s_{C_S}(t)$: Total network workload of a game server to send state updates at time $t$.

• $f^s_{C_S}(i, t)$: The network workload of a game server to send a state update to player $i$ at time $t$.

• $f^r_{C_S}(t)$: Total network workload of a game server to receive state updates at time $t$.

• $f^r_{C_S}(i, t)$: Total network workload of player $i$ to send state updates at time $t$.

• $f^p_{C_S}(i, t)$: Total network workload of a player $i$ to receive state updates at time $t$.

Based on the general process in multiplayer online games using CS architecture, our assumptions in this chapter are:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\epsilon_{k2}$</th>
<th>Event type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regular state update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pre-migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Migration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Constant value for event types

- In every tick, there is a regular state update from one player to the game server. This applies to all players in the game.

- In every tick, all players will receive relevant state updates from the server. The size of state update received from the game server depends on the implemented IMS.

- Pre-migration and migration events are not included in the regular state update. Therefore, there is an additional network workload whenever those events occur.

To get the total network workload for the whole game session, denoted by $C_T$, we need to add the total network workload of the game server and all players. Hence, we define ($C_T$) as:

$$C_T = C_S + C_P$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Next, we will derive the rest of the formulas for computing $C_S$ and $C_P$. Each of them includes the total of network workload to send and receive state updates during a game session. To get the total network workload for the whole game session, we need to calculate the network workload in every game tick from the beginning until the end of a game session.
Therefore, we can expand equation 4.1 into:

\[
C_T = \sum_{t=1}^{T} [f^s_{C_s}(t) + f^s_{C_r}(t) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} [f^p_{C_s}(i, t) + f^p_{C_r}(i, t)]]
\] (4.2)

Equation 4.2 is generally applicable to the common MMOGs. The next step is to design the formula to accommodate different game systems. This includes the modeling of IMS, state update mechanisms and event cost definitions.

### 4.3.1 Network Workload Evaluation for Game Server

In our game system, the game server will receive state updates every tick from all players in the game. For comparison, we will include the formula to calculate network workload in a game system without IMS. First, we can define the network workload for the game server to receive the state update at time \( t \) as:

\[
f^s_{C_r}(t) = n\theta
\] (4.3)

After updating global game state, the game server need to send specific state updates to the relevant players. It means that every player will have to receive the state update of other players. Thus, the network workload to send the state updates to all players in one tick can be defined as:

\[
f^p_{C_s}(t) = n(n - 1)\theta
\] (4.4)

By adding Equation 4.3 and 4.4, the total network workload every tick for game server in a game system without using IMS is \( n^2\theta \). \( n \) is a variable which is initialized at the beginning of each game session and it will remain constant during the game session.
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Meanwhile, in a game system using GWP, we need to calculate the network workload in a different way. Instead of sending and receiving the state update blindly, the game server needs to send specific game state updates to specific players. \( f^s_{C_s}(t) = n\theta \) still applies in GWP system, because the game server need to receive state update from all players every game tick. However, we need to modify \( f^s_{C_s}(t) \) into:

\[
f^s_{C_s}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f^{sp}_{C_s}(i, t) \tag{4.5}
\]

The formula above shows that the network workload for the game server to send state updates is different for each player. Since GWP divides game world into different cells, we define the network workload of state update for cell \( j \) during time \( t \) as:

\[
\mu(j, t) =
\begin{cases}
  f_{cc}(j, t)^2\theta & \text{if } f_{cc}(j, t) > 1, \\
  \theta & \text{if } f_{cc}(j, t) = 1.
\end{cases}
\tag{4.6}
\]

In Formula 4.6, the network workload in one cell is calculated in the same way as in the game system without IMS with two conditions. The first condition is where there is only one player in cell \( j \) and the second condition is where there is more than one player in cell \( j \). The improvement in efficiency is gained from the fact that \( f_{cc}(j, t) < n \) in almost all cases. For example, in a game session where \( n = 10 \) and \( N = 2 \), the total network workload of the game system without IMS would be \( n^2\theta = 100\theta \). The only worst case where the total network workload in the game system with IMS would be equal with the game system without IMS is when all players gather in one cell. Otherwise, the total network workload in the game system with IMS will always lower than the game system without IMS.

As explained in previous section, we have three different types of state update: regular state update, state update during PME and state update during ME. We use matrix \( E^t \) to
store all of those events for all players which in the end determine the network workload required for every player. For each row in $E^i$, we can define $f_{sp}^{C_s}(i, t)$ as:

$$f_{sp}^{C_s}(i, t) = \begin{cases} 
\mu(j, t) & \text{if } e_{k2} = 1, \\
\mu(j, t) + (\alpha \mu(b, t)) & \text{if } e_{k2} = 2, \\
\mu(a, t) & \text{if } e_{k2} = 3,
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

Formula 4.7 refers to the value of $E^i$, where $E^i \in e_{k2}$ and the values of $e_{k2}$ are defined in Table 4.4.

### 4.3.2 Network Workload Evaluation for Players

Similar with the game server, all players in the game will send and receive state updates every game tick. As defined before, all players will need to send their state update regularly. Therefore, we always have $f_{sp}^{p}(i, t) = \theta$ during the gameplay for game system using IMS or without IMS.

To calculate the network workload to receive state update for a player $i$ in a game system without IMS, we can define it as:

$$f_{sp}^{p}(i, t) = (n - 1)\theta$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

Meanwhile, just like with the game server, we need to differentiate the formula to calculate network workload to receive state update during different events. Because we use the same $\theta$ value for sending and receiving state update in our game system, we can use
the following formula:

\[ f_{C_p}(i, t) = f_{C_p}^{sp}(i, t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

Substituting formulas (3)-(9) into formula (4.1), we obtain:

\[
C_T = \begin{cases} 
2n^2T\theta, & \text{without IMS}, \\
2[nT\theta + \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{i=1}^{n}[f_{C_p}^{sp}(i, t)]], & \text{with IMS.} 
\end{cases} 
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

Formula 4.10 is the final result to calculate \( C_T \) in two game systems, without and with IMS. As a reminder, the term IMS refers to GWP and other methods of IMS would have different formulas and variables.

### 4.4 Result & Analysis

In this section, we divide our result and analysis based on different change in parameters. The aim is to observe the impact of those changes in parameters against the growth of total network workload for the whole system.

Figure 4.7 shows the result of two different scenarios. Due to the length of game session, we present the cost from the beginning of game session until game tick 600. With different scenarios, there is small variation of the network workload throughout the game. Both scenarios have the same number of player and playing the same map. We can see that sometimes network workload will jump up by several points. This is due to the pre-migration event where a player prepares to move to another cell.

In Figure 4.8, we compare the network workload of game mechanics using GWP and without IMS by using the same scenario. With only 6 players, the network workload is
almost doubled. For players in the game, network workload are much lower for the game using GWP compared to the one without IMS. Therefore, we can see that IMS helps to reduce the network cost as we have more players in the game. At the end, we have higher
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Figure 4.9: Network Cost for game scenario with 4 players and 6 players
game scalability and we can simulate the effect of adding more players to the total network workload. However, we also observed different patterns in our simulation as shown in Figure 4.9. There are some simulations that show the network workload of a game session that has more players is not much higher compared to the one with fewer players. We believe that this is due to the players’ behaviors during the game.

One of the interesting features that we extracted from our formula is the ability to calculate the network workload down to the cell level. In Figure 4.10, we added several scenario of the same map all together so the number of player reaches 32. During simulation, we observed the network workload to get state update for each cell in the game world. Figure 4.10 shows network resource usage in cell 1, 5, 9 and 15. We can see the difference between cells and it is obvious that cell 1 has the lowest cost where during the game, there is only one player that does not move at all in cell 1 during the first part of the game. It translates to the conclusion that the game world covered by cell 1 is not a
popular spot for players. On the contrary, cell 9 which is located almost in the middle of the map, has the highest cost. Further examination shows that it has the most number of players during simulation. Therefore it brings the conclusion that cell 9 is the ‘hot-spot’ spot of that particular map. A hot-spot is a popular area in the game map, resulting in higher network resource usage for the players in the particular area. Using this analysis, we can point out the cell that needs extra network resources and which cells can be assigned to game server with lower network resources.

Another usage of our mechanism is AOI radius analysis in GWP. During our simulation, the radius of AOI is 150. However, we found that in average, ME occurs in 4 game ticks after PME. Since GWP relies on PME to provide better cell transition, migrating entities in the game may need more time to transfer the partial of cell state. We can fix the problem by having bigger AOI radius. As we increased our radius to 300, the average time between PME and ME becomes 8 game ticks. However, the number of ME also increases as the
player has more possibility to change cells although the increase is not significant.

Figure 4.10 shows that we can analyze which cell is the most or least popular. This analysis opens to the opportunity for future research where we can have a variable size of cell instead of uniform size for GWP. The very same mechanism can be used to evaluate and compare the network workload.

By using event tables, we are able to use various event data sources from recorded game data, other mathematical/statistical formulas. We begin the work by identifying the basic concept of all multiplayer games, which is game event. No matter what the type of the games, they always have events and those events trigger the use of network resources.

An expansion of our framework is to use it for delay analysis. As explained in the previous section, our event table contains game tick. In our simulation, we do not include or consider network delay. However if necessary, delay can be added by adding the delay to the game tick. For example, when player 1 send a state update at game tick 15, the server receives it at game tick 17 ($\Delta t = 2$). By changing the entry to the event table of game server, we can simulate the similar effect of network delay. Furthermore, coupled with other research work to make model for network delays, we can get a better result instead of using random number to simulate delay.

Another expansion is the implementation of our framework to peer to peer or hybrid network architecture. We definitely need to modify the name of entities and game mechanics, but not the basic concept of the framework. To accommodate different network architecture, we just need to modify the procedure to fill the event table according to the data communication pattern of those network architectures. The same concept also applies to the multiplayer games that implement different game mechanics (e.g. different IMS). All we need to do is just to extract the events of those systems and put them into our event
table. Additionally, we also need to modify the event cost table associated to the events.

4.5 Related Work

There are not many formalised mechanism to measure network workload in MMOGs. While there are many researchers presenting their proposed solutions, the method to analyze and to compare their work with others often differs between one another. For example, there are other researchers who developed mathematical model to measure the performance of their work. [74] designed a simple mathematical model to calculate network workload against the number of player in a P2P network. Other similar research [16, 25, 96, 97, 98] includes their own mathematical methods to measure the performance of their proposed solutions. Other researchers such as [17, 51] implemented a direct measurement method by setting up network listener between game server and players. The differences in their method to measure inspire us to design our mechanism that has the potential to be used as a standard to give researchers better view to the performance analysis of their work compared to others. Additionally, research that implements direct measurement of network workload can extract their data in a standardized way so other future research can use the same data in order to give better insight of the performance.

In relation to other research about network communication protocols [38, 44, 55], our mechanism can be used to measure their network workload. In the end, it is not only to compare the total network workload, but to identify other factors such as advantages and disadvantages of a communication protocols in a certain situation and the overall efficiency of a communication protocol in different type of games.
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4.6 Summary

According to the simulation result, we can use our formula to see the impact of various
d_parameters of multiplayer game elements to the total network resource cost. Although our
target environment is specific to multiplayer games using game world partition system as
their IMS, we believe that it can be modified easily to cope with other IMS. Our formulas
have modular elements and IMS cost calculation is just one of the modules. Furthermore,
all multiplayer online games follow the same principals that have been covered within our
model.

Using our mechanism, we can pinpoint the network workload for different element of the
game system. This could help game developer and other research to create and test new
network algorithms and communication protocols. For game service provider, our mech-
anism can be implemented to identify network workload in various scenario and different
type of games. The result may help game service provider to plan their network resources
better in order to cope with the growth of number of players (improving scalability).

Finally, we want to emphasize that the main use of our simulator, techniques and
formula in game development is to assist with resource planning and provisioning.
Chapter 5

Artificial Neural Network for Dead Reckoning in 3D Games

5.1 Introduction

One of the common problems in Multiplayer Online Games is network lag and disconnections between server and clients or between players. During network lag or disconnection, there is information loss or delay so the entities in the game cannot receive the information when they need it. Various methods attempting to solve the problem caused by network lag have been available and implemented in various multiplayer online games. In this chapter we are looking at the solution at the user-experience level by minimizing the effect of network lag to the gaming experience. Our approach to the problem above is by using Dead Reckoning (DR) in order to provide extrapolated values of player attributes whenever there is no data available due to network lag.

Unlike common DR methods, we are incorporating Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to
get the extrapolated value. The design and implementation of ANN is further explained in this chapter in later section. Our research limitation in this chapter is defined by the type of the game and game mechanics. Because there are a huge variations in implementations, we have to limit the scope of our research into more specific type of games and their mechanics. Another reason for this is because the impact of network lag and disconnections is more severe in certain types of games and game mechanics. We are going to discuss this further in the later section along with the explanation for Dead Reckoning.

Because Dead Reckoning methods do the main calculations in players’ hardware, it creates limitations in terms of available computing resources. Every game needs various resources in client’s hardware to keep it running smoothly. Therefore, we cannot use DR method that consumes large resources. This constraint becomes one of the fundamental design challenges in our proposed solution. In order to test our design, we have implemented it into our simulator that also acts as the trainer for the ANN. As for the training data, we obtained all of those from recorded game data of Quake II [72]. Furthermore, we created formulas to weight the error rate of DR methods according to our research constraints in order to observe the efficiency of our methods. After the training, we obtained more detailed data of player movement by using modified Jake2 [79] which is basically Quake II game that has been converted to Java. We use the captured data to compare the performance of standard DR method and our method.
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5.2 Impact of Network Latency in Multiplayer Online Games

Multiplayer online games are relying on the network connection to exchange information between player-to-player or player-to-server. The exchange of game state updates is important to keep game data/state synchronized between entities in a multiplayer game. In this chapter, we use the term *entity* to represent any machines such as game server and computers used by players to play the multiplayer game. Some types of online games suffer more impact of network lag than others. This is true especially for real-time games where all players do the action simultaneously and they need to receive state update on-time. When network lag occurs, one entity cannot send or receive state update in a timely manner to and from other entities. Without up-to-date game state, a player cannot perceive game world accurately and it could lead to reduced game play experience. One real example is a multiplayer online game called *Armored Core: For Answer (ACFA)*. ACFA is a fast-paced game where a player controls one robot and battle against another player. However, there has been issues reported by various players in the forum regarding the abuse of network latency in player versus player sessions [27, 68].

Figure 5.1 shows game view of player A and player B from $t(1)$ to $t(3)$. There is no network latency during $t(1)$ and both players have accurate game view. If both players are from the same region, there is a good chance that they can retain their game view consistency. However, problems caused by network latency usually happen when both players come from different region (eg. player A comes from Australia and player B comes from Japan). Still in Figure 5.1, there is latency during $t(2)$ where both players no longer have consistent game view. In $t(3)$, the latency has been resolved and player
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A starts receiving state update from player B. From player B’s perspective, there is no problem because player A is not moving. However, from player A’s perspective, player B ‘magically’ disappeared during $t(2)$ due to lack of state update and suddenly appears in different location during $t(3)$.

5.3 ANN and Dead Reckoning in Multiplayer Online Games

The research about the application of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for Dead Reckoning is a relatively new area with the most relevant and recent work by [59]. Their research elaborates the implementation of ANN for multiplayer online games using 2D coordinates.
The aim of their research is represented by what they call neuro-reckoning which is basically quite similar with what we want to achieve in our research. They tested their model by deploying their multiplayer games and collected data from players during game sessions. The conclusion of their research supports the initial hypothesis that ANN has the potential to provide better accuracy in dead reckoning for multiplayer games.

The main contributions of our research are the implementation in 3D environment instead of 2D and we are using different type of ANN which we believe that it might have more potential to be implemented in various type of games. [59] uses Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) ANN which generally gives good result in general applications. However, there are limitations in flexibility and the ability to adapt with different scenarios. As stated in their work, the ANN can achieve better result by using the training data from the same player. This is due to the fact that one person tend to use the same or similar behavioral pattern. Therefore, the research aim of this chapter is to apply Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) in DR for online games.

Dead Reckoning (DR) is a method to estimate the position of a player based on previous attributes. DR has been commonly used in online games to improve multiplayer gaming experience by reducing the impact of network lag. DR achieves this by providing estimated locations of other players whenever latency occurs so the game will play smoothly in the perspective of players. This becomes more important with the fact that the number of people playing multiplayer online games increases over the years, creating the term Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) for the games with a large number of players. Meanwhile, the main drawbacks of DR are the extra processing that takes computation resources, low accuracy in some scenarios and inability to be fully adaptive as explained in [8].
Basically, MMOG is one of the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) applications where players are represented by avatars in the game world. The information about game world and everything inside it is what we call Game State. Just like any other DIS applications, it is crucial to keep game state up-to-date and the mechanism to achieve this is highly dependent on network architecture used by the game. In our research we assume the use of Client/Server architecture, which is the most widely used by game service provider. In Client/Server architecture, the global game state is being kept in game server and all players connected to the game server need to send their state update and in return, receive the relevant game state update regularly. This is done periodically by all players connected to the game server.

Commonly, the implementation of DR is to fill the gap between state updates so the player movement will become smooth. It calculates the player’s location based on its previous direction and speed, use them to move the player until the next state update arrives. This method produces adequate result in multiplayer games where supporting network has high bandwidth and low latency and packet loss rate. However, once packet loss or latency occurs, the result of standard DR deteriorates rapidly. Data collected from Internet forum by [40] shows that latency tolerance is a subjective matter. Some people could tolerate 200ms latency while others are annoyed by only 50ms. In our research, we employ ANN to actually predict the value of next state update, and use ordinary DR method to move the player to the predicted coordinate.

Although there are various type of MMOGs, our research specifically aims for 3D First Person Shooter (FPS) games. The reason is that not only this type of game is one of the most popular, but also the concept in FPS games usually applies to several other types of games such as Role-Playing Game (RPG) and some of the sports simulation
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games. Furthermore, 3D multiplayer games are generally more common these days than 2D multiplayer games.

One of the facts that motivates us to use the ANN for DR is due to the similarity between the ability of ANN to predict future values based on previous/past values and the main objective of DR which is to extrapolate data in order to provide estimation of future values based on past values. However, there are few challenges to implement ANN for DR. First, training process of ANN requires a significant amount of data to train an ANN so it could provide satisfactory result. Secondly, so far there is no definite method to construct ANN that produces optimum result. Finally, ANN requires computation resources of player’s machine where in most cases, the available resources are required to process game mechanics. Due to those challenges, we use ‘trial and error ‘method to find the best ANN design and assume that the computation resource requirement is not an issue.

To better explain our research, we use Figure 5.2 that shows the general processes of our DR method and Table 5.3 that lists all of the notations used in this chapter. In Figure 5.2, the whole process starts with data input which serves as normal input for ANN to produce the output or as the input to train ANN. All ANN needs training before it can produce desirable output and our DR process begin with the input that comes either from real-time data input where the ANN will produce the prediction value as the output or training data input to train the ANN. In our research, we use recorded gameplay sessions of the game called Quake II that we obtained from [72]. Although it is an old game, we choose to use it because of recorded session and game source code availability. Therefore, we can use the available data to assist us to analyze the game processes in a more detailed manner.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Simulation time instance, one time instance indicates one tick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i$</td>
<td>3D Coordinate of point i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>Yaw angle of a 3D vector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>pitch angle of a 3D vector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>The number of supplied previous data to ANN which equal to the number of input of an ANN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_k$</td>
<td>The vector containing $k$ inputs for ANN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>The output of the ANN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s^k_t$</td>
<td>Training data input vector at time $t$ with $k$ member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h^k_t$</td>
<td>Real time data input vector at time $t$ with $k$ member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_j(x)$</td>
<td>An activation function that receives $x$ as the input for neuron in layer $j$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f(x)$</td>
<td>The function that represents RNN. The input $x$ is a vector $a_k$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_n(t)$</td>
<td>Represents the vector containing 3D coordinates of player. $n$ contained in a state update at game time $t$. Therefore, $E_n(t) = {x_t, y_t, z_t}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>Error-rate of ANN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Notation and definition
Using the same term as in [59], we call the detailed record of player movement from game Jake2 as High-Fidelity (HF) data and the output of our model and recorded game session from [72] as Low-Fidelity (LF) data. In our model, we use a vector \( a_k \) as the input for our ANN. During training process, we read the file of recorded movement data from [72] and put them into a vector. We assume \( k = 10 \) which means our model requires 10 previous state updates in order to predict the next coordinate. During gameplay, if a player misses more than 1 state update due to latency or packet loss, the current output of ANN can be used as the input to predict the next value as shown in formula (5.1) and
(5.2).

\[ b_t = f(a_{t-10}, a_{t-9}, ..., a_{t-1}) \]  

(5.1)

\[ b_{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
    f(a_{t-9}, a_{t-8}, ..., a_t) & \text{if } a_t \text{ is available,} \\
    f(a_{t-9}, a_{t-8}, ..., a_{t-1}, b_t) & \text{if } a_t \text{ is not available,}
\end{cases} \]  

(5.2)

In formula 5.1, \( b_t \) is the prediction result of the ANN at time \( t \). To obtain \( b_t \), 10 previous state updates, denoted by \( a_{t-10} \) to \( a_{t-1} \) are required for the input of the ANN function. In formula 5.2, \( b_{t+1} \) is the next predicted state update at \( t + 1 \). If the game server could send \( a_t \), then it will become the input for the ANN function. If \( a_t \) is not available due to packet loss or network latency, \( b_t \) could be used to replace \( a_t \). However, the accuracy of the \( b_{t+1} \) may be significantly lower. In the next subsection, we will explain all of the processes described in Figure 5.2.

### 5.3.1 Feature Extraction

The performance of ANN is highly related to the forms of input and output. Based on what we get from recorded Quake II game sessions, we obtain player’s coordinate in the form of \( \{x, y, z\} \) and packet sequence number. Due to packet loss, we encountered missing state updates in every recorded game session file. In this case, we calculate a middle point between two available state updates (\( \{x_1, y_1, z_1\} \) and \( \{x_2, y_2, z_2\} \)) to replace the missing packets by using the following formula:

\[ (x_m, y_m, z_m) = \left( \frac{x_1 + x_2}{2}, \frac{y_1 + y_2}{2}, \frac{z_1 + z_2}{2} \right) \]  

(5.3)
In order to provide a pattern, we found that it is not possible to just use the training data as it is. Therefore, we need to extract certain features to reveal the patterns to be recognized by ANN. For example, [59] uses the orientation $(\theta_x, \theta_y)$ and velocity $(v_x, v_y)$ extracted from their high fidelity data. We tried to apply the same method into 3D environment and we found that using three orientation $(\theta_x, \theta_y, \theta_z)$ gave lower DR accuracy. Therefore, we devised a different method to extract features from our data.

The features we are using in our ANN are yaw $(\phi)$, pitch $(\theta)$ and player movement speed which we obtain from player’s coordinates. However, we can omit roll because First Person Shooting (FPS) games generally never use roll and set this property to 0. Figure 5.3 illustrates our definition of yaw $(\phi)$ and pitch $(\theta)$. The process to extract the features begin with getting locations of two consecutive state updates of a player, for example $\{(x_1, y_1, z_1)\}$.
and \( \{x_2, y_2, z_2\} \). Using these two coordinates, we can calculate the distance \( (d) \) between those two points using the following formula:

\[
d = \sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2 + \Delta z^2}
\]  

(5.4)

After we get the distance, we can calculate \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) by using the following formulas:

\[
\phi = \text{atan2}(\Delta y, \Delta x)
\]

(5.5)

\[
\theta = \arccos\left(\frac{\Delta z}{d}\right)
\]

(5.6)

Mathematical function \text{atan2} in equation (5.5) is a variation of trigonometry function \text{arctan}. Further detailed information about \text{atan2} can be found in [83]. To calculate velocity, we simply use the distance between two coordinates that comes from 2 state update (SU) and make it the speed of the player \( (v = d) \). Therefore, the measurement unit used for the velocity is point per state update \( (\frac{\text{pt}}{\text{SU}}) \). After we obtain yaw, pitch and velocity, we can define vector \( P_t(\phi, \theta, v) \) to represent the direction of a player between game time \( t \) and \( t - 1 \).

The next step is the input normalization process. Sometimes, ANN could provide better prediction rate if the input is normalized and we reach the same conclusion after our initial simulations. With data normalization, our ANN could produce better result compared to the one without it. To perform data normalization, we use standard Max-Min normalization formula as shown in Formula (5.7) where \( I \) is the normalized value and
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>$D_{min}$</th>
<th>$D_{max}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>theta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: $D_{min}$ and $D_{max}$ value for $\theta$, $\phi$ and $v$

$I = I_{min} + (I_{max} - I_{min}) \times (D - D_{min})/(D_{max} - D_{min})$ (5.7)

Because the aim is to convert the input value ($D$) into the scale (0..1), then the value of $I_{min}$ is 0 and $I_{max}$ is 1. The value of $D_{Min}$ and $D_{max}$ for our simulation can be found in Table 5.2. After calculating $I$, the final step of input normalization is to calculate the difference ($\Delta$) between two consecutive rows in all vectors and producing the final vectors for the input of ANN. This is an important step because by making our ANN to predict smaller scale of a variable, we can to minimize the impact of error rate to the game itself. After this step, we can feed the data to train our ANN which we will explain in the next section.

5.3.2 ANN Design & Implementation

To provide better adaptive ability to our DR, we choose Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) as our type of ANN. RNN provides better flexibility and also generally better accuracy in prediction because it allows the result to be feed into the ANN in real-time to recalculate node weights. By recalculating the weight as soon as the new result produced by hidden
nodes, RNN can theoretically adapt itself to cope with different data set. Our initial references to choose RNN as our type of neural network comes from [48]. Figure 5.4 shows our generic model of RNN.

To assist with neural network design and training, we use Encog Workbench (Java) [39]. However, we use our own code for implementation and evaluation. Every ANN requires activation function for each node and for this purpose, we choose Hyperbolic Tangent (tanh) as the activation functions for all nodes of our RNN. Our initial experiments gave poor result when we use one RNN to take the vectors of θ, φ and v as the input to produce predicted values. As a reference, three previous experiments gave 21.23333%, 28.99997% and 44.44445% of error-rate (ξ) respectively. Therefore, we designed our system that consists of three RNN. Each RNN will take one input vector and we represent each of RNN as $f_\theta(a_k^\theta)$ for θ prediction, $f_\phi(a_k^\phi)$ for φ prediction and $f_v(a_k^v)$ for v prediction.

To design our RNN, we use trial and error method to get the best-possible RNN. This includes trying different number of input (k), the number of hidden layers, the number

![Figure 5.4: Generic Model of RNN](image-url)
Table 5.3: Error rate vs. Number of input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of input ($k$)</th>
<th>Error-rate ($\xi$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>55.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>46.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41.333%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>44.444%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>38.999%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>32.333%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.889%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.580%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.999%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Error rate vs. Number of input of output and node activation functions. Table 5.3 shows the result of our simulation for $\theta$ prediction with different number of input. The result proves that there is no direct relation between the number of input and error-rate. To the best of our current knowledge, RNN with 10-input seems to give the best result. However, it does not conclude that the possibility of more number of inputs may give better result. The same applies to other factors of ANN such as number of layers and the type of ANN.

Table 5.4 shows the value of $\xi$ in the RNN for $\phi$ with 10 inputs. It shows that 2 hidden layers give the best result. It is possible to get better result using more number of hidden layers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Hidden Layer</th>
<th>Error-rate ($\xi$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.667%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.444%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.999%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.333%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.111%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Error rate vs. Number of Hidden Layer using RNN with 10 inputs

layer, but in terms of computation resource efficiency, we believe that 2 hidden layers is the best.

In summary of the trial and error process, we found the following results for our RNN design:

• RNN with 10 inputs gives a good result, more than 10 inputs does not give significant improvement.

• $\theta$ and $\phi$ could use the same RNN model (10 input nodes, 2 hidden layer, 1 output) and gives similar error-rate ($\xi$). Meanwhile, RNN to predict $v$ needs one more hidden layer in order to achieve similar $\xi$ during training process.

• More than 3 hidden layers do not give benefit to reduce the value of $\xi$. In fact, our simulation found that the value of $\xi$ will increase when we deploy more than 4 hidden layers.

For training algorithm, we use Genetic Algorithm training method because we found it more stable to find the best result of our RNN with mutation percentage = 0.1 and Percent
5.4 Output De-normalization

The output of an RNN is still in the normalized form. Thus, we need to de-normalize it before we can use to produce predicted coordinate. De-normalization processes are basically the inverse of normalization process. They begin with summing the output of each RNN ($\Delta \theta$, $\Delta \phi$ and $\Delta v$) with previous corresponded value to get the predicted value of each of them. After getting the value of predicted value, we can translate $\theta$, $\phi$ and $v$ into $\Delta x$, $\Delta y$ and $\Delta z$. After this step, we can obtain the final predicted coordinate by adding each of them with $x(t-1)$, $y(t-1)$ and $z(t-1)$. The whole formula to get the predicted coordinate can be written as follow:

$$x_t = x_{t-1} + ((v_{t-1} + \Delta v) \sin(\theta_{t-1} + \Delta \theta) \cos(\phi_{t-1} + \Delta \phi))$$

(5.8)
\[y_t = y_{t-1} + ((v_{t-1} + \Delta v) \sin(\theta_{t-1} + \Delta \theta) \sin(\phi_{t-1} + \Delta \phi))\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

\[z_t = z_{t-1} + ((v_{t-1} + \Delta v) \cos(\theta_{t-1} + \Delta \theta))\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

### 5.5 Simulation Result & Analysis

From our training processes, the lowest \(\xi\) value that we can get for \(\theta, \phi\) and \(v\) are 4.68%, 4.444% and 5.15%. After training, we use our HF data to test the performance of our RNNs against standard DR formula. Figure 5.5 shows a fraction of DR during a game session. The left-hand side of the figure shows DR using standard formula and the right-hand side of the figure shows DR using our ANN. As we can see in the figure, although our method performs slightly better than standard method, it is still not perfect. We will discuss the factors that could reduce the accuracy at the end of this section.

After our simulation, we can conclude that the error rate of ANN does not have direct relation with the accuracy of the final result. However, \(\xi < 5\%\) seems to perform better than general DR method for most situations. We also found that there is a minor correlation between accuracy and players. After training our RNN using the same player in 12 scenarios, the same RNN perform differently if we use it for different players. There is no fixed tendency of being always better or worse. In order to measure the accuracy of our method, we use the distance between predicted coordinate and coordinate from HF data using the following formula:

\[\rho = \sqrt{\frac{(x_p - x_h)^2 + (y_p - y_h)^2 + (z_p - z_h)^2}{T_{Max}}}\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)
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Predicted Path using standard DR method

High-fidelity data

Predicted Path using RNN

Figure 5.5: DR using Standard Formula and RNN

Where \((x_p, y_p, z_p)\) is the predicted coordinate and \((x_h, y_h, z_h)\) is the coordinate obtained from HF data. \(T_{Max}\) is the maximum threshold of how far is the distance between predicted and HF coordinates can be tolerated. In our simulation, we set \(T_{Max} = 50\). When \(\rho < 1\), it means that the predicted coordinate is still usable. We use \(\rho\) in two ways: first, we calculate the average value of \(\rho\) during a game session and compare it between different DR methods. The second one is to calculate how many times in one game session that \(\rho > 1\). The table below shows \(\rho\) calculation result in 10 different game scenarios:
### Table 5.6: $\rho$ result in 10 different Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Standard DR</th>
<th>ANN-DR</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AVERAGE($\rho$)</td>
<td>COUNT($\rho$)</td>
<td>AVERAGE($\rho$)</td>
<td>COUNT($\rho$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>2498</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>1129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 5</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 6</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>1294</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 7</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 8</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 9</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 10</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table 5.6, our method generally performs better than standard DR. Only in scenario 8, the performance of RNN is lower than Standard DR. We believe the cause is large variations in movement pattern produced by different player and different type of maps. Based on the result, we observed our simulation and we found that our RNN produces lower or worst accuracy during certain events in the following conditions:

- When a player makes a temporary circular movement. However, this case is quite rare and our model will adapt to the circular movement given the time.

- When a player makes a small zig-zag movement. This will come up as a straight line using our DR.

- When an external factor suddenly changes the movement direction such as explosion or being hit by a rocket.

- When a player stays in one place for more than 1 second.

Therefore, we decided to include game mechanic calculation into our ANN to improve our result. The involvement of game mechanics process requires the following calculations:

- Collision detection with wall.

- External factor beside $v$ of a player such as jumping, using elevator, using teleporter and other location-related events.

- External force caused by game terrain or other players (e.g. hit by rocket)

- When two state updates confirms that a player stays in the same place, disable ANN prediction until the next state update shows that the player moves to another location.
By implementing four tasks above, we managed to improve $\rho$ by 0.15 in average. However, the implementations itself requires a large computation and memory resources. During testing, we experienced game delay caused by lack of computation resources.

5.6 Summary

This chapter presents our DR solution which is based on ANN. Currently, ANN is an intensive and ongoing research field mainly because there is no definite method to find the best ANN design to suit or solve a problem. So far, people usually employ trial and error method to find the best ANN design. This method is time consuming and does not guarantee the best result. In this chapter, we want to show the potential of ANN for DR and for that matter, we produced some results through simulation.

The ANN type chosen in this chapter is RNN. Computation resources required to implement and train RNN in real games prove to be too large for most computers or game consoles at the moment but it is possible to have the calculations done in the server. In this case, game server can take the role to continuously train the RNN during the game session and send the weight value of all nodes to the players periodically.

From simulation, RNN could provide better result than other type of ANN because it could adjust the weight of each nodes in hidden layer to improve accuracy during the game session. Therefore, the next step of our research is to design the ANN that gives the best state update prediction result and to further improve it to achieve lower resource consumption.

Our simulation shows that ANN can achieve slightly better result than standard DR method and we believe that there is a good possibility that other ANN design could
perform better. Future research related to gaming application includes cheat detection, player action prediction and better game AI. Also, there is the potential of using ANN for Dead Reckoning to non-gaming applications such as movement pattern analysis in military, aviation and civil engineering.
Chapter 6

Artificial Neural Network for Bot Detection System

6.1 Introduction

Multiplayer Game is one type of games that allow player to play with other players in the same game. These days, there are multiplayer games that attract a large number of players and they are called Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG). While MMOGs share some of the concepts with Single Player Games, difference in number of players creates additional challenges for the implementation and deployment of MMOG. One of them is cheating problem. In single player, players cheat in order to gain advantage over the game itself and there is no other party affected by this act. However, cheating in MMOG affect the balance and fairness. Eventually, it would reduce the popularity of an MMOG.

Bot is a popular way of cheating in MMOGs which unlike other types of cheating, it does not involve the attempt to change game state where it violates game mechanics.
Instead, it is programmed to do specific tasks in an accurate manner. For example, aim bot in First Person Shooter (FPS) games helps cheating player to aim the weapon more accurately even with low eye-hand coordination skill. Thus, novice player can even beat other players with higher skill. Cheating using bot is more difficult to detect compared to other types of cheating because it does not make illegal changes according to most of game mechanics.

In this chapter, we propose a possible solution to detect bot in MMOG by using Artificial Neural Network (ANN). One of the most common applications of ANN is pattern recognition. Unlike other current solutions, ANN requires training before it could be deployed. For training, we simulated two bot tasks: player movement and action. We found that given sufficient training data, ANN could theoretically recognize a bot in MMOG by checking its pattern of movement or action. In practice, our bot detection system can suggest potential cheating players in MMOGs and leave further judgment to human administrator.

6.2 Discussion

In a behavioral study conducted by [21], cheating can be considered as having big negative influence in in multiplayer online games. There are many ways to cheat in MMOGs as explained and classified by [92], which includes the use of bot. While using bot is just one way to cheat in MMOGs, it is very difficult to detect because bot itself is programmed to imitate human player. Thus, bot does not change game data or tampering with game binary. Instead, it merely provides the input to the player avatar just like a player gives the input. In order to achieve this, a cheating player needs to run an external program
along with the game. It is possible to counter the cheat by detecting if such programs are running in the player’s PC. Punkbuster [45], nProtect [46] and Valve Anti-Cheat System [23] are examples of such countermeasures programs.

Some of the research in bot detection system have various suggestions about how to detect bot in MMOGs. CAPTCHA is one of the most common method to verify human player displaying a picture containing characters during the game. All players in the game need to prove their identity by inputting the correct characters according to the picture. The players giving wrong answers or not responding will be banned by the game server. The first CAPTCHA system was soon becoming obsolete because bot programmers started to implement character recognition system in their bot, effectively bypassing the CAPTCHA system. Research by [99, 36, 99] suggest variations in CAPTCHA system in order to improve it and making CAPTCHA more difficult for bot to evade or trick. However, CAPTCHA can be implemented only in MMOGs which has turn-based mechanism. For real-time games, it is almost impossible to implement CAPTCHA because it will interrupt and annoy the players.

In summary, examples of other methods of detecting bot in MMOGs include: [77] recognizes input pattern generated by computer. They assume that input generated by bot or computer will have different pattern than the input generated by human. As a result, their research has wide application and not limited only to gaming applications but also other non-gaming applications such as online auction. [86] introduces statistic analysis of entity’s action in the game to recognize bot. Their result shows that bot performs certain actions more frequently than human player. Similarly, [19] uses network traffic analysis to determine whether the player is a genuine one or a bot. Meanwhile, the use of ANN in cheat detection is still in early stage with one recent work by [34]. They propose the use
of ANN to detect cheating in player speed with very low false-positive recognition.

Our mechanism is highly influenced by [59], where they use ANN for dead reckoning. We created our system based on the same principle, but with different input and output processing. Their ANN takes previous coordinates as input and produces predicted coordinate as output. Our system takes previous coordinates as input and produces an index that signify the possibility of bot usage.

6.3 ANN for Cheating Detection

We begin with our hypothesis that ANN has the ability to recognize patterns according to the training dataset. This feature of ANN can be used to recognize certain pattern produced by bot. Currently, there are no definite method to determine the best ANN structure to recognize patterns. Most of the design in ANN are based on trial and error method. In our system, the key points to obtain better results using ANN are the choice of features extracted from training data, activation function and input normalization.

To obtain the input of ANN, first we look into the category of bot based on the activity. As mentioned in Introduction section, there are two main activities of a bot in MMOGs: moving (Type 1) and action (Type 2). For movement type, we generated dummy data of bot movement that follows waypoints in game map. One example of this kind of bot is the one in FPS game called Counter Strike. In order for a bot to work properly in Counter Strike, it needs to know where to go and which location is more strategic than others. These kind of information is what they called waypoints. In practice, bot will favor certain waypoints and this is what we want to use to recognize bot. Another information that we use in our ANN is player movement pattern. Generally, bot as a machine-based program
will move in different pattern than human, even with the same destination in game map. Therefore, we choose to use spatial properties of a player such as its coordinates \((x, y, z)\) and movement speed \((v)\).

For action type, we observe a general pattern of action performed by a bot. In the game *World of Warcraft*, a bot might follow the same pattern for its action. Starting with patrolling in one specific areas, the scripted action will determine whether the bot will decide to run or engage an enemy when it encounters one. One way to describe those actions is by using state machine as shown in Figure 6.1. Each state represent an action where state 1 is the idle state, state 2 is the state where a player is engaging the enemy, State 3 is the state where a player is fleeing from an enemy and state 4 is the state where a player is moving around in the game world. In this chapter, we use our ANN to take the sequence of states and determine whether the sequence was generated by human or a bot. Our initial hypothesis that motivates us is the assumptions that human cannot maintain the same sequence for a long time and human player has more random factor when it comes to decision making compared to a bot that always follow a programmed pattern. Therefore, when the accuracy of ANN reaches certain level, it means that a
player’s behavior is suspicious and the player could be a bot.

We obtain our training data for Type 1 by extracting them from recorded bot movement of the game *Quake II*. Our reason to choose this game is due to source code availability. We modified the source code to log the bot movement into a file. With the recorded data, we get the sequence of bot movement coordinates and the features we extract is the direction vector that consist of yaw ($\phi$), pitch ($\theta$) as described in Figure 6.2 and bot movement speed ($v$). First, we need to calculate the distance between two coordinates by using formula 6.1. After we get the distance, we can use it to calculate yaw and pitch (Formula 6.2 and 6.3). Next, we put the results into a vector $a^t_1 = (\phi, \theta, v)$ where $t$ is the state update sequence number.

$$d = \sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2 + \Delta z^2} \quad (6.1)$$

$$\phi = \text{atan2}(\Delta y, \Delta x) \quad (6.2)$$

$$\theta = \arccos \left( \frac{\Delta z}{d} \right) \quad (6.3)$$
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN Architecture</td>
<td>Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLN)</td>
<td>Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN Topology</td>
<td>30-15-1</td>
<td>12-6-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Algorithm</td>
<td>Resilient Propagation</td>
<td>Resilient Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Activation Function</td>
<td>Hyperbolic Tangent (TANH)</td>
<td>Logistic Sigmoid (LOGSIG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error function</td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Step</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Update</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Epochs</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: ANN Configuration Type 1 and Type 2

For Type 2, we simulate the input data based on the state machine shown in Figure 6.1. We programmed our bot action simulator to produce random sequence with probability for state 1-2-3-4 as 15%-20%-5%-60%. The result of simulator is a vector \( a_2^t = (x) \), where \( x = \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \). For the configuration of ANN, we created two different configurations based on trial and error method. The ANN configuration of each type is shown in Table 6.1.

The output for ANN Type 1 (\( \lambda_1 \)) and ANN Type 2 (\( \lambda_2 \)) are what we call confidence level and their value is between 0 to 1. The value 0 signifies big error and it may indicate that the current input is generated by human. On the other side, when the output value is closer to 1, it means the recognition error is low and that could indicate that the current input is generated by a bot. During ANN training for Type 1, we found that one training data of one type of bot cannot be applied to other bots. If applied, it generally gives a very
big error which translates into poor bot recognition and detection. We will discuss this further in the next section. Meanwhile, Figure 6.3 describes the general process of our bot detection system. The process is just one part of the global game loop and this process is running in the game server. In every game loop, the game server will receive state update from players. Bot detection system will extract features from state update and feed them into ANN. In our ANN configuration, type 1 requires 30 inputs which translates as 31 state updates. We can write the formula of our ANN as:

\[
\lambda(t) = f(a_t...a_{t-k+1})
\] (6.4)

Where \(f(x)\) is a function that represents the whole ANN and \(k\) is the number of input of ANN.

### 6.4 Experiment Result

For ANN Type 1, we experimented with 2 different bot: Gladiator bot[35] and Reaper bot[73]. We use Gladiator bot for ANN training and Reaper bot for cross-reference. From our experiment, we receive the following result:

- Provided with valid training data and valid input, our ANN Type 1 produces output above 0.8 throughout game session regardless of the fluctuation of \(\lambda\). In practice, we can setup a system that gives a warning to the game administrator whenever the output of ANN is above the threshold for a duration of time. This way, we can use the bot detection system as an fully automated bot-monitor and leave further action to the game administrator. One case example is when the bot detection system suggest that player A might be a bot, the game administrator can use different method such
as CAPTCHA to verify player A. If player A failed to verify him/herself, then game administrator can take appropriate measures. If verified, player A can be removed from bot-detection monitor.

- When fully trained using data produced by Gladiator bot, $\lambda_1$ is always below 0.27 if we use the input generated by Reaper bot. Therefore, even though Reaper is a bot, the ANN needs a different separated training and possibly topology in order to
get higher $\lambda_1$. The meaning of this result is that one ANN that has been trained to recognize one bot will probably see other type of bots as human. To mitigate this problem, we need different ANN for different bot. It is possible for game provider to automate this process whenever a new type of bot comes out and deploy the new ANN alongside the existing ANNs.

- ANN Type 2 returns higher result than Type 1 by producing $\lambda_2$ constantly higher than 0.9. However, we observe similar effect as Type 1 where $\lambda_2$ is significantly lower when we change the percentage of state probability. In one scenario, we changed state probability into 20%-20%-0%-60% and we receive a constant $\lambda_2 < 0.33$ throughout simulation.

- The accuracy of both types degrade significantly during simulated packet loss. When there is only 1 packet loss, it does not affect the output. However, if packet loss is frequent, the disruption in input sequence causes the pattern to break. Thus, the ANN can no longer recognize the pattern and the output $\lambda$ becomes very low.

### 6.5 Summary

To the best of our knowledge, our bot detection system is the first one to implement ANN as its core system to detect the presence of bots in an MMOG. Unlike other methods, our system is basically use the Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the form of ANN to recognize the pattern generated by the other AI (Bots). Based on our experiment result, we conclude that ANN is a highly considerable option when it comes to bot detection in MMOGs. It strictly needs valid and proper training and input data in order to perform in adequate level. Furthermore, latency and packet loss could affect the accuracy significantly. However, even
with those problems, ANN could provide a useful suggestion to aid the game administrator to spot cheater. There is no way to overcome cheating problems in MMOGs completely, but our bot detection system could provide additional filter to find the cheater as proven by our experiment.

Furthermore, ANN is still an ongoing research field and it is highly possible to improve the accuracy by using different ANN configuration or different method to extract values. We leave this as one of our future research possibilities. Also, with the experiment of Type 2, we are convinced that ANN could be used to detect other type of cheating. However, different type of cheating requires completely different ANN input model.
Our work in this thesis is designed to be practical, efficient and flexible. We used simulator to test our work and whenever applicable, we used real game data.

First, we introduced our version of GWP System. GWP system improves the efficiency of network resource usage and as the result, directly improves scalability of an MMOG. However, there is possible bottleneck to any implementation of cell-based GWP when a player moves across to another cell. In practice, this bottleneck causes significant delay or loading time. Thus making the players who are crossing the cell to wait until they finished downloading data of the new cell. To tackle this problem, we designed a border detection system using AOI. This system solves the problem by giving the player a chance to start downloading the information possible future cell from the game server before the player actually migrates into that cell. Even though the migration system increases network resource usage, it is still considerably lower than other common methods currently implemented in MMOGs. We also proposed brickworks pattern for GWP. It is basically using square-shaped cells to divide the game world. Therefore, it does not consume much
computation resources due to the possibility to perform efficient calculations on squares.

Secondly, for network workload evaluation, we proposed a mechanism to calculate net-
work workload based on the network resources consumed during sending and receiving
data from and to the network. We found that not only our solution works well to predict
network workload of an MMOG, it is also very useful for other research. Other research
could benefit from our work by having a standard method to measure efficiency. So far,
almost all research that compares their result with others always develop their own ways
to measure and thus are prone to subjectivity. By having one uniform and modular mech-
anism to measure network workload, more detailed analysis can be performed and in the
end, it will improve the quality of other research. Game developers can use our method
to assist them during game design and programming. Also, our method can benefit game
service provider by providing more accurate estimation of network resource requirement
for their MMOGs.

Thirdly, to improve the tolerance to network latency, we proposed an ANN-based
method. We choose ANN because it has the prediction and learning ability based on
given training data. We chose RNN, which is one type of ANN to be implemented in our
solution. From simulation, we found improvement on accuracy over standard DR method.
In order to get a valid results, we used real game data for training and simulation. Although
RNN is proven to be too much for current generation of game machine, the possibility for
improvement is very high. This is due to the unpredictable nature of ANN.

The final issue that we discussed is cheating in MMOG. Bot usage is very common and
very difficult to detect. It gives the player a significant advantage by boosting the playing
skill. Here, we used the same method (ANN) to detect the pattern of the cheating bot.
After having significant amount of training with open source bot, our solutions showed
promising results that is better than standard DR method. Moreover, our proposed solutions are capable of providing extrapolation in 2D and 3D MMOG. Also, we conclude that ANN has higher flexibility over other DR methods. The reason is because ANN topology can be modified and re-trained to cope with different kind of game system.

With all of the proposed solutions we offered in this thesis, there are plenty possible future works. In GWP system, possible further work is to gain deeper insight and evaluation of game world partitioning using different network architecture and real data from different type of MMOG. Commonly, the number of packets transferred is different between network architectures and we plan to investigate the effect on game world partitioning. Also, it is possible to combine these methods with other methods [52] so our method can support MMOGs in mobile environment. Furthermore, there are open possibilities to implement internal partition in other cell shapes in order to improve their efficiency.

For network workload evaluation, further work is definitely required to make a unified framework for network workload evaluation that can be applied to all kind of games. So far, our solutions still requires the customization of some parts of the processes in order to be able to give accurate results. Also, we would like to test and expand our simulator using data from other type of games which at the moment we cannot get due to limited available data. Furthermore, it is possible to make a reference database of various event definition and data source. These references then can be used by other research to evaluate their work.

The ANN solution for DR and bot detection system also have a research potential to find more efficient and better ANN topology that could produce better results. There are also possibility to start the research about how to create the best ANN topology automatically. The same research topic is currently ongoing research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) field.
As the knowledge in ANN advances, it is also part of the future work to re-visit these two topics again and see whether the new advances could be applied to improve the current research results.
Appendix A

Acronyms

AI      Artificial Intelligence
ANN     Artificial Neural Network
AO      Aion Online
AOI     Area of Interest
BIP     Brickworks with Internal Partitions
CCM     Consecutive Cell Migration
CCPM    Consecutive Cell Pre-migration
CM      Cell Migration
CPM     Cell Pre-migration
CS      Client-Server
ECT     Event-Cost Table
ET      Event Table
GWP     Game World Partition
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HF    High Fidelity
HMM   Hidden Markov Model
IMS   Internet Management System
IP    Internet Protocol
LAN   Local Area Network
LF    Low Fidelity
LOS   Line of Sight
ME    Migration Event
MOG   Multiplayer Online Game
MMOG  Massively Multiplayer Online Game
P2P   Peer-to-Peer
PC    Personal Computer
PME   Pre-migration Event
PvP   Player versus Player
RNN   Recurrent Neural Network
SPG   Single Player Game
WoW   World of Warcraft
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